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INTRODUCTION
Origins and Authorshi:
This report was a response to a request iron; national CUD Tor a study
of ’the media coverage of CND at the present tine'. In the original
request, Alison Whyte, press/publications officer of CUD, drew our
attention to the national demonstration of 24 October 19Gl as a focus
of press interest. 1 As the rally was, indeed, a salient event in the
recent history ox CUD, we decided to concentrate primarily on the media
coverage surrounding the actual event itself. He aimed at an extensive
revie;/ of different media over a relatively short period of time,
notably the days preceding and following the demonstration. The request
reached us at the beginning of the academic session 19S1-G2 when the
Media Sub-Group of the Centre was meeting to decide on an initial
2focus for the year’s work. The whole group* was involved in the collection
of the material and the initial analysis. The writing group, however,
3consisted of si:: members , four of whom were new to the group at the 
beginning of the year. He consciously used the project, after discussion 
with Ci’ID, as a way into the practices of media analysis.
The final draft of the report was completed in April 1922 and sent to 
national CUD. The present version is unrevised, except to correct some 
errors. But we have added an Afterword, the main purpose of which is 
to consider some aspects of the subsequent history of media coverage of 
CUD. The Falkland Crisis, the national demonstration of G Uune o2, the 
continued, often explosive growth of CND local groups and activities, 
the battles over the Peace Camps, and the increasing coverage in the media 
(especially outside the 'mainstream’ of T.V. and press news and current 
affairs) made some comment on subsequent events essential. Cur coverage 
for the Afterword was necessary more haphazard and patchy then that for 
tile main study; but we were seeking, mainly, to review similar themes 
over a much longer period, so see whether (and how) they had clanged.
In the rest of this introduction we concentrate on sketching sc. e 
features of the materials and methods of the main study. But it is worth 
adding one further preliminary point. This study was never intended 
primarily as a contribution to the academic debate about the media.
For this purpose, for example, we are inadequately explicit about the 
sources of our own theories. Nor do we discuss, with any elaboration, the 
state of the field of media studies in general. He do have views on 
this, but they remain, largely implicit. He worked, instead, under 
different ’disciplines': the attempt to be useful (and comprehensible) 
to a politically-involved but not necessarily academic readership, the
2.
need to say something of value to a campaigning organisation, and, ai 
the needs of collective research and writing as an education for the 
participants themselves. Latterly, we have considered preparing a mo: 
academic version in, for example, an expanded book form. But we have 
rejected this, for the moment, in the interests of making the substaiil 
analysis more available, and available sooner.
so,
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Material
Our survey covered the following materials:
1. All national daily newspapers, Friday 23 October to Tuesday 
27 October.
2. All Sunday national newspapers, Sunday 25 October.
3. All BBC and ITH newscasts (TV) on Saturday 24 October, together 
with selected items of news and current affairs programmes from' 
Friday, Sunday and Monday (eg. the Bronowski lecture: the World 
in Action programme on E.P. Thompson).
4. The following radio coverage: all newscasts on Radios 1,2 & 4
on Saturday 24 October and a selection of newscasts and programmes 
on Radios 1 and 2 on Sunday and Monday: BBC World Service, news 
and current affairs programmes on the Saturday and Sunday; a 
selection of local radio programmes from London: L3C and BBC 
Radio on the Saturday and Sunday; a selection of local West 
Midlands radio programmes from BRMB, Radio Birmingham, Beacon 
Radio.
L
5. The provincial press in Birmingham and Leicester on the Saturday 
and Monday.
6. The Music Press (Melody Maker, Hew Musical Etqpress,Sounds,
Record iiirror) in the week before and after the demonstration.
7. The London 'Alternative' Magazines (Tjn-e Out, City Limits ar.d Event).
8. The Left and Feminist Press (Socialist Worker, Socialist Challenge, 
Labour Merald, Tribune, Big Flame, Leveller, Spare Rib and 
Women's Voice).
We sought, in short, to cover the mainstream media quite extensively, 
but added several items (eg. 6,7 & 8) because we were especially interested 
in what has often been identified as CHD's 1new’ areas of support, 
especially the young. We paid rather more attention to radio than is 
common in much contemporary media research, which tends to stress, 
perhaps exaggerate, the peculiar force of television. Tims was related 
in part to our sense of the importance of the conditions of ’readership* 
of the media, (the ubiquity and accessibility of radio especially in the 
daytime and at the weekend and especially in the course of domestic labour) 
and, again, our interest in a younger audience (Radio 1 and the commercial 
radio stations).
ti.
lie night add that the tendency to concentrate on mainstream media (BBC 
TV, I TV and the daily national press) and especially on the popular 
press, nay lead to an overeetination of the conservatism of the media 
as a whole. This, in turn, may have considerable implications for CUD.
Any movement which attempts to create a mass basic or is popular, demo­
cratic and capaigning in form must depend heavily cn the media of public 
communication. This is especially the case of a movement that also 
depends on the vays in which events on a world canvass are portrayed, 
events often far removed from the ordinary experience of participants. 
Revelations about geo-military politics and strategies and the public 
thinking (and indiscretions) of high-ranking politicians and military 
men, amplified and framed by the public media, must play a major part 
in the political dynamics of such a movement. CUD and similar movements, 
therefore, have a particularly important stake in the processes of public 
conanuni cat ion.
CIID'c current concern with the media is therefore easy to appreciate. It 
is important, however, to specify the problem further: which media in 
relation to which audiences? The marked development of sub-cultural and 
counter-cultural forms in our society, the existence of media aimed at 
particular audiences (eg. magazines aimed at youth or women or those 
interested in counter-cultural movements) have added fresh dimensions 
to study of 'the media' and an assessment of their social influence.
Approaches: liedia Bias?
We were given little guidance about the precise questions in which CUD was 
interested. This is perhaps one index of the relatively tentative and novel 
nature of these questions for the organisation itself. One reasonable 
expectation of the organisation, however, was that we (and other researchers 
approached) would make some kind of assessment of whether tiie media, 
at the present tine, present an unfavourable or favourable view of a 
rapidly expanding movement. In particular (since this is a common 
framework for politically radical media analysis) CUD might wish to be 
able to assess the 'biases' and 'distortions' in media coverage of CUD 
activities and key events in its field of activity. He see one part of 
our brief to make an assessment of the 'favourableinfavourable' 
aspects of media coverage. But this is by no means the most important part 
of our report. In particular we Iiave not used the model of biases and 
distortions, except insofar as we attempt to identify, in the early ; 
parts of this report, some of the grosser absences,— suppressions -and forms 
of selective reporting characteristic, in particular, of the conservative 
popular press. Uhy, then, Iiave we tended to avoid the straightforward
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identification of media bias?
1= The first reason concerns some broad questions about ways we cone to 
have knowledge about the real world. Models of bias or distortion rest 
upon the us sur.pt ion that it is possible to discover an cl to present come 
relatively unproblematic truths about a social phenomenon. The media' 
treatment cur: then be judged against this ideal portrayal„ The
difficulty here is that there is no view of any event which does not depend 
upon a framework of meanings and values. It is simply not possible to 
construct an objective picture against which to gauge distortions. This 
can be readily appreciated, we think, if we consider what an objective 
or fully adequate account of the CND rally would look like. It would have 
to embrace the complex social movement that is CND, as well as a particular 
set of events carrying their own meanings for participants (the fcally of 24 
October), and the multiplicity of representations of these in the media.
It would need to encompass not merely some factual and explanatory narrative 
of events (itself a forts of construction of reality, the taken-for-grantedness 
of which is increasingly questioned), but also some reconstruction of the 
meanings of the event for different groups of participants and observers.
These are in no sense simply given by the event itself, but are actively 
constructed and, in fact, fought over. It is not possible to stand outside 
this competition of 'theories', this struggle over social definitions. Any 
account is in fact an intervention in such a conflict.
It is important to add that we don't doubt that there are (coupler) truths 
to be discovered about any historical event or process. More correctly, 
perhaps, we can and should argue that some accounts are acre adequate to the 
real processes than others. In other words, we do not a.ccapt that all 
viewpoints are equally valid and are merely a matter of opinion. Good reasons 
can be given for preferring one account to .others, but the construction of 
more adequate accounts is no easy natter and we cannot assume there are 
simple empirical touchstones. Actual participation, in the events them­
selves does not necessarily provide, for example, a privileged viewpoint - 
as some of us who attended the rally (and arrived too lake for the speeches!) 
can testify. The unproblematic appeal to experience nay assume the force 
of practical dogmas, and is thus an unreliable measure of distortion. Such 
dogmas nay become a problem when we need to assess the real force of views 
other than our own, including their 'popularity'.
62. Media Accounts and Audiences
The second set of difficulties concerns the justifiable 'reach' of certain 
kinds of research - what°“ U^and should not be read into them. It may 
be possible to demonstrate certain kinds of 'bias' in media tents, in the 
programmes or reports themselves. In fact there is now a whole range of quite 
sophisticated methods (not all compatible with each other) through which 
to examine the particular ways in which the media 1construct' our social 
world. He have drawn on some of these in our own 'readings' of the coverage. 
But it is now increasingly recognised by media analysts that such readings 
can only yield a view of tendencies (eg. Morley, 1920). The most advanced 
and appropriate forms of media analysis attempt to establish the 'doEiinant' 
or 'preferred' reading of a particular text, the set of meanings {or some 
of them) which it carries in its very structure, the way it positions us 
as 'readers', the logic or tendency of its account (eg. Hall et al„, 1980).
But they also recognise that such texts are always readable in other ways.
In other words, a report of any sort is open to various interpretations by 
its different readers. It cannot force or impose one meaning upon them.
The very process of reading and understanding involves taking in represen­
tations of the .world, and in this process we both change the meaning of what 
we read in relation to what we already know and believe, and also change our 
beliefs and knowledge in response to what v/e read. The different frameworks 
which organise beliefs and knowledge can be called 'discourses'.
The implication of this argument is that we should not infer the social 
effects of media texts from an anlysis of their forms and contents. Rather, 
we need to treat texts as materials for further cultural work, involving 
tendencies and pressures to be sure, but their meanings not fully realised 
until 'read'. In particular we should not assume that the meanings of the 
analyst (from his or her own social location and culture) necessarily 
correspond to those of other readers. In a society whose cultural forms 
are deeply structured by. large social differences and relations of paver (those 
especially of class, gender and race), models of 'bias' threaten merely 
to confirm the views of those middle-class and largely male persons who 
constitute a large part of the community of academic researchers. Radical 
media researchers, critical of conservative bias, do not always escape from 
this trap. More positively, these considerations point to the need for 
researching actual 'audiences', using methods that are attentive to the 
complexity of patterns of 'lived' beliefs, but also the tendencies of forms 
of public communication.
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3 . Media Production and Professionalise.
There is a third difficulty of forms of analysis which stay mainly at the 
level of ‘texts'. They do not tell us much about the conditions under 
which media texts are produced* The social organisation of media pro­
duction, tiie practices of production, the professional ideologies (eg* 
what counts as news) and conscious intentions of journalists, editors 
and media managers (eg* Kumar in Curran et al., 1977), the rela.itons 
through which the tendential meanings of texts are produced are only 
partially visible even when production is an emphasis in such a study. Yet 
the absence of this perspective and of appropriate empirical studies 
constitutes a weakness in any critical enterprise* At the very least it 
provides grounds for the rejection of criticism by the media professionals 
themselves, who may accuse analysts (most commonly another set of professionals 
located in academic institutions) of ignorance of the practical oonstrainte 
of their practice. Often such responses are connected to questions of 'audience', 
as when journalists complain, with a somewhat unrefiective common sense of 
their own, that they are only giving the public what the public wishes to 
seel Any adequate response to this line of argument requires that we 
understand something of the real conditions under which journalists operate 
and the real constraints on their freedom.
It is not possible, in a project of this modest scope, to cover all the 
aspects indicated above, from production to text to socially-located 
readings* Of course, we may draw on previous studies of production and 
the audience, but since both are specific to particular historical moments 
and particular issues there are limits to transferring such insights. This 
is one further reason why this report ( and others like it) must be read 
as only partial and tentative, not as definitive accounts of bias.
4* Bias and Pessimism
There is a fourth set of reasons why the bias/distoriion model may not 
be the most serviceable. There are definite limits to its usefulness in 
relation to the policies of a movement like CND. A demonstration that in 
fact media coverage of CND is persistently 'unfair' nay easily become 
a pretext for not having a policy towards the media at all. After all, 
whatever.we do or say, so the argument might go, the press will select, 
distort and present our work in what seems to them an unfavourable light. 
Certain theoretical beliefs in the consequences of the capitalist organisation 
of the press, for instance, may encourage inferences that.all press coverage 
is accordingly biased against all movements which express social opposition 
to the dominant political structure and disposition of pwer. So we have
sto learn to do our own tilings in our own ways, build up our own means of 
cor.imuui cation, educate, agitate and organise in a more organic way 'among 
the people*. Such a viewpoint may be powerfully reinforced by bitter 
experiences from the past. We don't at all deny the importance of sclf- 
organisation of this kind, but there is a danger of undue pessimism about 
the public media. CND itself and the October events are, indeed, an 
interesting case in this respect. It is undoubtedly the case that CND 
challenges very powerful institutional and economic interests of pur socidy 
and the international order (notably the state bureaucracies, the military 
and those with a direct raaterial stake in the manufacture of the means 
of destruction). It is also involved in a very powerful, though often 
implicit, critique of the forms of political life that are regarded as 
normal in our society and of those forms of conservatism that depend upon 
a heightening of the ideological oppositions between 'East' and 'West', or 
'Communism' and 'the Free World'. As we shall argue in more detail later, 
these struggles (and many more) are carried in the apparently single-issue 
demand for 'Peace'. Yet it is not the case, as we shall also argue later, 
that the media of public communication have been hostile in any univocal way 
to the recent resurgence of the movement. In many ways the media, or the 
wider effects of their coverage, have acted, intentionally or net, in ways 
that have been helpful to the cause (or causes, or some of them). This 
should not be so surprising if we employ a framework of analysis that recog­
nises the real though limited autonomies of the media, the importance of 
conflicts between dominant interests and the way in which the media respond 
to new social movements, even though they may end up attempting to contain 
them. This is not to tip over into a view that sees the media as the 
guarantors of liberal freedoms, even-handedly open to all views. There aie 
real constraints and controls, a real weighting of interests, a real 
tendency to closure and the exclusion of particular viewpoints. But these 
do not work in a monolithic or univocal way: the field of debate over CND 
is complex, contradictory and often quite open. Each of its major thematics 
can be weighted in ways that are favourable or unfavourable to the movement. 
The tussles over them are often quite evident in the tests themselves, even 
those with a definite set of interpretations in dominance.
If this is correct, it points to the need for a positive strategy towards tbe 
public media in conjunction with the forms of self-activity. If the field 
is relatively epen to intervention, we need to know how it is constituted, 
how, as it were, 'the land lies'. What are the major themes of the debate? 
Which themes are explicit? Which themes powerfully emergent? Which themes 
are everywgere present but often deeply implicit? Which themes constitute 
the most important resources for CND itself or its enemies? How is each theme
9inflected or connected with other themes to the benefit of one side or the 
other? In particular, what traps are set for CND and its spokespersons, 
allowing easy marginalisation or rhetorical dismissal? Similarly* what are’ - J ?! :■ ‘r'-'rf* • - - .
the major official vulnerabilities (of which there are some spectacular 
examples)and corresponding opening for CND There are also questions about 
where CUD can intervene. What media are particularly favourable to CND’s 
causes and which particularly hostile? How cam the movement recruit to its 
cause writers, researchers and media personnel and how night it use their 
services? Finally, there are quite crucial questions about audiences. Which 
particular constituencies - in terras, for example, ox age, gender, race and 
class - have proved particularly responsive to date? How can the movement reach 
out to constituencies relatively untouched or hostile to its cause? What 
arguments and what modes of address are appropriate to different audiences?
How can CND/END put together an alliance of social forces adequate to the 
quite formidable tasks it sets itself?
So many questionsl We certainly don’t pretend to be able to answer them or 
even that we are the first to ask them! But some such agenda - to be kicked 
about within the movement - would seen to us necessary to guide a more adequate 
strategy towards the media.
Structure of the Report
In what follows we present our research in three main parts. In PART I 
we are mainly concerned with some relatively crude indices of media coverage. 
How much attention did the media give to the events of 2,4 October l$)8l?
Were there significant movements over time (especially over the sequence 
Friday/Saturday/Sunday/Monday) ? Which media gave most space to CIJD and which 
tended to ’bury1 it? What were the grosser forms of suppression or selection 
that can be said, fairly unequivocally, to have worked against CUD? Where, 
so far as one can assess at this level, did CUD mainly 1 score’?
In PARTS II and III the argument is more thematic. Our study of the debate 
suggests that it is structured around a number of key themes. Sometimes 
these are presented quite elaborately, in explicit arguments of a ’rational'- . 
kind: they are seen to be what is explicitly at stake. Factual arguments and 
citations are marshalled around them. Sometimes other, or the same, themes 
are present in another way, touched on merely, connected through connotations, 
to what is seen as the main issue. Themes handled in this way are often treated 
as self-evident and acquire a kind of second-order use. ’Peace’, a major 
point of reference in the debate, is often used in this way. bet ether themes 
seem to us to structure the debate profoundly, but to be less conscious elements
within it. ¥e shall argue later that the conventional definitions of 
masculinity and femininity in our society are pervasively present in 
the debate, tfkether explicitly or metaphorically.
Finally, in a concluding section ve try -o draw togethe.. cu„ 
make some recommendations.
a rid
. M;.
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PART I: TIS OVERALL CHARACTER OF THE COVERAGE 
Advance Hot ices; la-mediate Events; Or 'Now you see it; but sometimes 
you don't 1 *
We discuss in this first section two important aspects of media coverage: 
the processes of 'preview' or the advance notice of the events and the media's 
more immediate responses to the demonstration itself. The tactical importance 
of these two aspects vrill be plain. Any event of this kind is necessarily 
set within a framework of meanings vrhich is established* in large part, before 
the event. Previewing, in this, sense, is the means by which the ground is 
prepared for the insertion of events within the frameworks of meaning establish ed 
by a particular medium. Advance notices are also important, potentially at 
least, in marshal ling support, giving information about events and venues and 
creating a sense of 'movement'.
- On the other hand, the events themselves, especially events like a large 
demonstration with a considerable spectacle value to the media themselves, 
may create something of a momentum of their .'own, signalling the commitments of 
large numbers of people in a very active way. However such a demonstration <
is handled by the media, it carries its own meanings in banners, in speeches 
and in the language of numbers, of turning out and marching. As we shall see, 
there is no guarantee that such messages will 'get through* with the meanings
; giver, to then by participants. Nonetheless, the coverage of the demonstration 
is one moment »/.en the movement acquires a very powerful voice, and for media
• hostile to Q ©  thiB poses very real problems. It is particularly interesting, 
therefore, to look at the ways different media responded to the demonstration 
itself.
; . • •v1 : ■ -"H i
Our main conclusion under this head is that despite some limitations of 
'advance notice' (some limitations of our, own research; some perhaps of 
CND'S awn preparation), the rally of 2k October succeeded in securing:a quite 
massive visibility in the media. It did so in peak listening and viewing 
times gcil across a wide range of media. The major exception here, to which we 
shall return in some detail, was the popular press. In part this was a product 
of timing: the Saturday newspapers came out too early to report the immediate 
impact of the demonstration; the Sundays had tine to rework events into their- 
own , overwhelmingly hostile, frameworks. But insofar as the popular press 
previewed the demonstration they also did so in' unambiguously hostile terms.
Much the same is true of some provincial newspapers and some Conservative 
Sunday and weekday newspapers with a more middle-class readership.
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Television arc Radio ' ' '
The demonstration had a particularly high visibility in those media which, 
for technical reasons, can respond most immediately to events: the radio 
and television networks. The demonstration topped newscasts on the electronic 
media from Saturday morning to late on Sunday, with the exception of the late 
morning and early afternoon on the second day.. The quantitative coverage on 
ITN and BBC I news right through to the main evening newscasts Was particularly 
impressive. Major news items (the North/South Conference; the Croydon by­
election) were easily beaten into second, or third place as the following 
breakdown in Table 1 shows:
TABLE 1: ITT? and BSC Hews (24 October 1981, 9 = 15 pm/9.30 pm)
Rank order and duration of news items
I T N B B C
Item Duration Item 1 Duration
Headlines Headlines
CND CND
Croydon 30" North/South Conf. 1' 45 «
Sue Barker Sue Barker
Clocks back .. . - - • ' -
1. CND 3> 30" 1. CND 2' 15"
2. Party Politics n Rome 20"
Croydon 1 1 4o"
3. Thatcher comment
on Croydon 40" 3° North/South 2* 10"
4. North/South 40" 40 Poland 20"
5° Royal Tour 1 » 20" 5. Ford not reselected ?,» 15"
6. Uganda Presi-
dent 20" 6e Croydon 2 T 15"
7. . Ghandhi on 7. Cricket tour of India. 35"Cricket 15"
a; Sports 2r 35" 8. Sports 2' 55" .
9° Clocks back 30" :
As can be seen from, the table, the BBC gave CND (plus the Rome demonstration) 
more time than any other item apart from sports news (remember this was a 
Saturday evening). ITN, however, gave CND considerably more'tide than did 
BBC and (the final accolade?) more time than sport.
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This was only 'the most obvious of a number of interesting diff®i*e-’ice'' 
between IT/ and BBC which will concern us in more detail later * 2 0 ^
channels, especially ITN, gave great prominence to the rally ivseu-» 
some attention to the speeches (though with great selectivity ~JL0-i”
framing) and some space to CND’s own assessments and arguments.
Radio, too, commercial and BBC, local and national, gave CUB real 
prominence. One crude index, interesting too for changes over time, 
is the rank order of CND in the hourly newscasts on Radio 1, Radi® 2 &r'^
LBC (the London commercial radio station). Table 2 belev gives detail s.
TABLE 2: Radio 1 & 2 and LBC: Selected newscasts (24/25 October 19S1)IDJI Order of CND as news item ■ r • ;i
Radio 1
. * V »f\ !
Radio 2 LBC
Time Order Time Order Time Order
Sat. Sat. Sat «*
9 0 3 0 3 9.00 an -
10.30 2 10.00 2 10.00 aiii 2
11.30 1JL 11.00 2 11.00 1
12.00 1
1.00 pm 1 1.00 pn 1 *
2.30 p.m. "l 2.00 4
3.30 1 3. CO 3
?.:o 1 6.00 1 5.CC 1
6.30 1 7.00 1
8.00 1 C..00 1
10.00 1 10.00 2
11.00 1 . 11.00 3
Sun. Sun. . Sun.
■ 8.30 an 1 9.00 am 1 2.00 am 3
9 = 30 1 10.00 1 9.00 2
10.30 3 11.00 2 10.00 6
11.30 4
5.00 pm 1
1.00 prn 2
7.00 pm 1 7.00 1 ■
* Note: the low rank orders on LBC mid-Saturday were accon-. • -, . . , ^ , ,, i UPejiieG ofextensive special coverage of the rally.
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These radio results are especially significant. It is worth recalling 
that Radio 1, the most popular of the programmes, has audiences of around 
7 million at peak periods (Top Forty), and of 3 million for the Saturday 
morning record programme Junior Choice. Radio 2 has week-end audiences of 
up to 2.6 million. On Radio 4, with smaller audiences, CI!D was the lead 
story also from the 2.00 pm Saturday news programme. Coverage was extensive 
too on local radio in London and Birming ham,,. Commercial local radio gave 
CND especially favourable coverage. This does not adequately show-up on the 
column for LEC newscasts in Table 2. In fact, LBC was the most consistently 
supportive of the mediavhich we monitored. Through Saturday it carried 
interviews with Bruce Kent and David Wainwright, spoke at some length with 
demonstrators in its report at 6.08 pm and"carried a lengthy item {about 5 
minutes) putting CMD1s case. This was followed by extensive coverage on 
Sunday, including the news from Europe, a further interview with Wainwright, 
anc Peter Allen's Sunday morning phone-in, which featured E.P. Thompson.
Although our information is less complete, commercial radio in the West Midlands 
(3RMB and Beacon Radio) seems to have given CND and its local followers more 
prominence than the BBC local network. The demonstration was already the 
main item on 3R$£}na-;rscast3 by 8.00 an on Saturday* it stayed at fourth place 
on Radio Birmingham till 12.00. BRMB also carried interviews with local 
supporters, including Stuart Russell. This repeated the pattern ir. London, 
where a well-documented comparison suggests that LBC gave CND considerably 
more favourable attention than Radio London.
CND also figured prominently on BBC's outward-looking programme - the BBC 
World Service. It was the lead story on all bulletins on Saturday and occupied 
three minutes out of nine, an unusually large proportion, for a single story.
The World Service also featured our favourite Freudian slip of the day:
'Similar protests are banned - I beg you pardon, planned - for Sunday in 
Brussels and Paris'. Perhaps this was retribution for the fact that the World 
Service's coverage of the European dimensions was sc scrupulously 'balanced'* ; L
by contributions from the American Secretary of State for Political Affairs, 
Walter Stressell, and the American Assistant Secretary for European Affairs, 
Lawrence EagiebergerJ
The pattern of television and radio coverage is easier to summarise than 
that of the press in the early stages. Certainly, the press, as we shall see 
below, was less carried along by the momentum of reported events, partly for 
the reasons of timing already discussed.. . . . . . .
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New space: Coverg.se
Only two daily newspapers, The Guardian..and Morning Star, car. be said 
in any sense to have lent their support to the demonstration or previewed 
it in full, though The Guardian's leader on Monday - on the role of chance 
in political events - can hardly have lived up to CIID's expectations.
But The Guardian cert airily played an important role in the Iead**up to the 
demonstration, carrying on Friday, for example, a critical leader on 
Weinberger, coverage of the European dimensions and a preview of the 
demonstration. The Morning Star, like the rest of the Left Press, and, 
among the London alternative magazines especially City Limits, produced 
a campaigning issue, clearly for sale on the march itself-.
Two main strategies, with some inimitable variants, can be discerned in 
the remaining newspapers. On the whole, the weekday popul&ro simply 
'buried' CUD and all its works, expelling the demonstration from their 
front pages, but sometimes subverting it in indirect ways or. the inner 
pages. There was no direct mention of the coming events in the Friday or 
Saturday issues of the Daily Mirror, The Sun , the Daily Mail or the 
Daily Express. On Saturday, most of the populars featured the nan whom 
the Express called 'The Iron General', Sir Steuart Pringle, the British 
marine general who was a victim of IRA bombing. The general was promi­
nently featured, usually photographically, .complete with canine friend.
This was a clear indication of these newspapers' criteria of newsworthi­
ness: Pringle was presented as the popular conservative hero, victim of 
terrorism, epitome of personal courage, professional warrior end patriot. 
Against this formidable combination of associations CUD stood little chance.
On Friday The Daily Mail carried Weinberger's warning on 'the Soviet . 
Menace', noted the disorderly ben-racking by 'pacifists' and, on p.?,7, 
carped discreetly at the Bronowski lecture - 'if you stuck with him 
this far...'. On Saturday, still keeping CMD off its front page, it made 
its connections in, of all places, its TV report!
On the same day, the Daily Express * s only mention of the rally was
contained in a p.2 story headed 'Red Alert for IRA Bombers'. The item noted
that Britain's defence forces were now on red alert against the IRA,
reminding the readers of the Pringle bombing and concluded:
Commissioner David McKee's hunt for the six'or seven strong 
tear- of bombers will be made harder this weekend when 100,000 
demonstrate for nuclear disarmament.
The Daily Express's only mention of the CND rally before the event, then, 
was firmly placed within the context of terrorism, nail-bombs and the . . 
prudent preparations of the military and the police.
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The full assault of the conservative daily populars was mainly reserx^, 
however, till Monday. The Daily Mirror, indeed, remained almost cute till 
Tuesday, though it carried a picture of two toddlers fighting with CUD 
banners on Monday, a bellicose image of CND by no means easy to find. The 
second strategy, by contrast, was that of the pre-emptive strike. It was 
pursued• most energetically by The Daily Telegraph and, in a none muted way, 
by The Times. _ -■
Unlike the conservative populars, Saturday's Telegraph, gave the fullest 
of previews of the demonstration, a tendency taken up again, as we shall 
see, on Monday. Indeed, in the words of our researcher (not a regular reader 
of the Telegraph) 'it went mad'. Page 1 carried the usual Pringle picture, 
the headline 'Yard and Army on Alert for Bombers', and noted the 'one added 
problem* of the CUD demonstration. On p„6, however, it re-marshal led the 
carefully timed speeches of four Conservative members of Parliament under 
the headline ' Hu clear Disarmers Dodge Realities' in an item whose dominant 
tone was of kindly and paternal abuse. This item was accompanied by 'real 
world' stories about the choice of models of Trident. The Times' advance 
warnings were similar if more muted. Friday's Times covered Weinberger's 
speech, complete with 150 young nuclear, disarmers 'chanting* and an. opinion 
poll showing that 65 per cent of the population in West Germany were 'pro- 
NATO*. The problem for The Times as for the Telograph was tl-at of Western 
'will'. The Times also carried troubling stories about employees in the 
Ministry of Defence who voted to affiliate their union to CUD and Manchester fe 
declaration of a 'nuclear-free zone'. The leader,, headlined 'The hero 
Option', stressed American sensitivity, the anxiety of European leaders about: 
the forthcoming demonstrations and proposed a reading of Reagan's speeches 
containing our second favourite Freudian slip of the debates they had been 
'blown up out of all proportion'. On Saturday, in due confirmation of its 
own fears, The Tines reported on the front page how support for the anti­
nuclear marches was growing.
We wish to add one further note on the issue of, 'advance notice *.
It relates especially tc CND's youthful following. Given that the rally 
is universally considered to have symbolised CND's popularity among the 
young, it is worth asking whether this constituency is given enough attention 
and, where addressed, whether it is addressed with sufficient sensitivity.
The issue is especially important because of the socially diverse character 
of this constituency, especially as it is organised through an enthusiasm 
for popular musical form's. The intersections between CUD and the broad 
politicisation of sections of the popular audience is, in our opinion, of
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first-rate importance. Some evidence is available to 
and from 1 talk' programmes on Radio 1, which will be
us in the music press 
■e viewed in PARIS II and
III below.
Finer Judgements; 33C and ITN News on the Rally
So far we have concentrated on quantitative indices of coverage or or 
the acre obvious strategies cf suppression and gross selectivity. lie want 
to look h gw at finer qualitative comparisons between two media which, on 
the whole, gave CI!D extensive and not unfavourable coverage on the day of the
demonstration: the ITN and BBC I newscasts from 1.15 and. 1.00 pn to 9.10 and 
9.30 pm respectively, Our double negative (’not unfavourable') is deliberate 
here, since one of the points that comes out in the comparison is how very
difficult it is to reach a judgement on this issue through textual 
alone. We first examine those elements common to the two sets of 
consider the major differences.
. analysis 
reports, then
In many ways the two sets of newscasts were very similar in their patterns 
of selection. Both laid stress on personal or on-the-spot reports and 
used lots of footage of the demonstration itself. After a few sentences 
from the newscaster in the studio, the scene quickly changed to Kyde Park 
and the London streets and to comments from Nicholas lutehe11 (33C) aid 
David Smith (ITU), Less time was given to the speeches and then only 
Very selectively. Almost exclusive attention was given ic Ilichaei Foot and 
Tony 3enn as Well-known national politicians. ’The historian, Professor 
.E.P.Thompson', as the BBC called him at 1.00 pn, appeared or. the platform 
but inaudibly, drowned by the commentator's voice-over and, in the earlier 
BBC newscasts, robbed of the microphone by a protestor - we shall return to 
the BBC's construction of this incident later. Of the other speakers only 
Fcminer Brockway was heard to speak and he only cn 3SC. On both channels 
more coverage was given to' Foot then anyone else, in our opinion one of the 
least convincing of the platform speakers, relying heavily or. well established 
cliches.
It is worth noting that other items in this newscast were the Croydon by­
election (both channels), Labour's conflicts and 'credibility* and reselection 
of Labour candidates. The effects of this presentation are ambiguous.
Although Foot and Benn drew wide media attention, CHD is connected here with 
an already existing media representation: the reduction of an important conflict 
of political principle within the Labour Party to a natter of personalities 
and electoral liabilities. There is a tendency also to reduce CND's own 
programme to the chances of winning support from an alternative government. 
Overall, this structure marginalizes the significance of CIJD'c own purpose
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and activities. More pragmatically, concentration or 
diverted attention from the rally itself*
the Labour Party
Another common element was the treatment of numbers on the march and in 
Hyde Parle* Loth networks took the police estimates (initially 100,000; 
latterly 150,000) as the most authoritative source, bet accepted . 
the police estimates as, most commonly, 'tens of thousands* (BSC I, 1*00 
pm; ITU, 1*15 pn; ITM, 5*35 pm). Once accepted the origins of such esti­
mates and their partisan character were obscured. CUD estimates were, by 
contrast, always cited by source, and usually in ways that implied 
scepticism; the CUD figure of 250,000 -was always 'claimed' by the' organisers, 
or 'hoped for'* The more modest estimates continued to co-exist rather 
oddly with the increasing recognition by both BBC and ITH that the demonstra­
tion had been a major success.
This, indeed, was the last common element between the two networks. Both 
grew noticeably warmer to CUD as the day progressed, especially the BBC, 
which began (and ended) rather more detached from events than ITU.
According to ITU, the rally was 'one of the biggest demonstrations in years' 
(1.15), 'one of the biggest protest marches ever seen in Britain' (5.35) 
and 'one of the biggest ban-1 her bombs ever' (9.15). According to the BBC, the 
rally moved from being 'what's claimed to be one of the biggest anti-nuclear 
protests he’d in London in recent years' (an extremely circumspect formula at 
1.00) to 'one of the biggest protests against nuclear weapons for many years' 
(still rather ungenerous at 9.40). Again, as the demonstration itself gained 
momentum, both networks, especially ITU, reflected something of the excitement 
of marchers and organisers themselves, with 'hopes surpassed', and news of 
crowds taking four (ITU) or five (BBC) hours to pass a single spot. As the 
330 put it;
CUD said the size of today's London rally is proof that the 
movement' has regained its momentum and they promise further 
opposition to plans for a new generation of nuclear weapons.
Or, as David Smith for ITU noted, demonstrators went home saying 'This was 
only the beginning•.
It is our view, on balance, that UN's coverage of -the-demonstration was 
more favourable to CND than the BBC's. In what follows we shall give our 
reasons for this judgement and also some grounds for further reservations. 
First, as we have, seen, ITN gave more air time to the demonstrations.than did 
the BBC. As we have also seen, ITN was less grudging than the 33C xn its 
implied assessments of the rally's success. This ccii.oddms with our overall 
reading of the tone and character of the two reports, both visually and in 
commentary. The BBC's report was always somewhat detached from the. events
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portrayed: in co-ament ary, CND claims and aspirations were systematically 
distanced from the implied sympathies of the audience, the hidden 'we1 of 
the report. Words like 'say', 'claimed' and 'hoping' ficured largely in the 
BBC commentary, always inviting a sceptical response. There was a tendency, 
too, for the BBC's version to highlight the nct-quite-,serious aspects of the 
event, even its nuisance value. It was noted that marchers wore 'a variety 
of special outfits for the occasion', that the marchers were 'mostly young* 
and that 'the organisers said they wanted a festival atmosphere*. It was ♦ 
stressed (at 6.CO pm) that the march had caused 'traffic, disruption. on a wide 
scale'. By 9®30 this had become 'traffic disruption on an enormous scale1, 
an angle on the rally with some similarity to the items we have noticed in the 
Conservative press. Perhaps the most dubious aspect of the BBC's early 
coverage (corrected, however, in later reports) was the prominence given 
to the platform incident when a young man snatched the microphone from 
E.P .Thompson„ On the- 6.00 pm news the incident figured prominently. 'But 
there were some voices of dissent', the commentator noted. He also said that 
other speakers were heckled. The angle of the BBC's platform shots highlighted 
the black and red banners- of the anarchist group, and the sound tr&clc which 
accompanied part of Ilichael Foot's speech (where he stumbled four times over 
the same words) also seemed to make the anarcliist charts especially audible 
and, by implication, effective. In general, the BBC's visuals contained fewer 
close-ups and head-height shots of the marchers, lingered less on fewer of the 
banners and symbols of the marchers than the ITM report, and more often 
viewed the march head-on, from a height and at a distance. The effect of this 
visual handling was to reduce our involvement in the march, to view it, as it 
were, at a greater distance and with more detachment, not merely physically aid 
photographically, but emotionally too., Nicholas I-Iitchell's report was noticeably 
more detached than David Smith's, using to a lesser extent the licence of the 
personal report.
ITN's coverage, by contrast, entered the spirit of the event with much less 
inhibition, in the spirit of people 'having their say'. Visuals lingered 
longer on the banners, slogans and dummies of nuclear victims and, in an 
earlier report, contained a very long sequence on a colourfully dressed jazz 
band (dutifully consulting a policeman). ITU gave more prominence to the more 
telling CIJD slogans and banners:
'Europe is not Reagan's to sacrifice'
' 1965 Hiroshima 
1983 Euroshima'
It used more closeups and head-height shots and mingled more among the 
crowd. David Smith's report conveyed a stronger sense of the momentum of the
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event. It stressed the growth of CND as a novenent, that 'raoralc lias never 
been higher in the anti-nuclear movement', that CRD had grown 'ten—fold1 in 
the last 1G months, and that it had strong allies in Europe. It cited the 
250,000 who had r.iarched in Bonn and indicated 'a growing body of public 
opinion', strongly anti-American, 'feeding off Reagan's suggestion that nucleee- 
var could be limited to Europe'. The report ended, on a similarly 'activist' 
note: Foot's promise to disarm. It also listed, though it did not show, otlior
platform speakers, including the victim of Hiroshima and the German general.
Far from picking up (and unfairly amplifying)'voices of dissent*, it tended 
to minimise 'incidents* and to stress the peacefulness of the event:
It was colourful, noisy and overwhelmingly peaceful,
the biggest demonstration for decades in this country.
Our main reservation concerns the fact that ITM certainly offered materials 
for a reading alternative to this invocation of an energetic activist... There 
were two, admittedly subordinate, themes which some readers, already hostile 
to the event, could pick up and use in this way. The ITU's stress on the 
'lived experience* of the march, especially in its visuals, and its tendency 
to treat the event as a very colourful spectacle, permitted a kind of margi­
nalisation of the event, through its themes of class, gender and youth. As 
we shall seo in PART II, this was exploited more consciously by the Conservative | 
press. Secondly, ITU certainly speculated on the general political character* 
of tile event, and especially its leftist character. It stressed anti- 
Americanism, the popularity of Tony Benin, the 'undeniable favourite', and 
risked the judgement that it was a 'day dominated by the left*. Against this, 
in a more populist mood, it noted 'the huge variety of peoplef present and 
the fact that they cane 'from many walks of life'. But it is certainly the 
case, in our view, that elements of ITU's coverage were susceptible to the 
reading that here was a domestic festival of the left, dominated by a 'they' 
who were rather sympathetically viewed, but who nonetheless were definitely 
not 'us'.
In the last analysis, then, our assessment of the coverage of both networks
is subject to reservations about actual 'readerships'. He are quite unclear,
for example, what a predominantly working-class audience for SSI's construct i o n
of the rally would actually have made of its presentations. He might add,
as a final caveat, that ITIJ carried rather less news about the European 
dimensions of the movement than its rival, which on the day of the rally
carried quite a long sequence from the Rome demonstration and drew attention
to similar rallies in other European countries.
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After the ©vent: Recuperations and Open Questions
This section is necessarily briefer than those that precede. , There are 
two main reasons here. First, a fuller account of the loafer -tesla - 
effects of the rally would have required considerably snore research time 
than we had available. An adequate assessment, ever, on the level of media 
reporting, . would have required a longer time-span than the few days after 
the rally itself. It would be interesting, for example, to establish the 
'media life-span' of the London rally and the European demonstrations which 
accompanied and followed it. For how long did these events continue to be 
a point of reference in discussions of the issue of 'defence* and allied 
subjects? What were the forms of the subsequent 'life* of the events: for 
what state of affairs were they subsequently taken as evidence and how long 
did their media effects persist? Such an account would have to include what 
appears, on the surface, the most palpable of the effects of the demonstrations: 
the modifications, in rhetoric at least, of Reagan's own bellicosity and 
the tendency for leaders of Western European states to take a more independent 
line. Tlie events in Poland, of course, have latterly cut across the whole 
debate, strengthening American 'resolve', but at the same time deepening the 
divisions with some European allies. What part did CUD and its allies play 
in, tfiese visible movements of international politics? Secondly, and more 
pragmatically, there is a danger that any comprehensive review, at this stage, 
of the themes used in debates after the demonstration would anticipate the 
substantive treatments in the second part of our report.
In what follows, then, we limit ourselves to stating two main hypotheses 
which latter research may or may not test further. First, it is one of the 
key problems of a movement like CND, which speaks most imperatively through 
large-scale populor- mobilisations, that, dramatic demonstrations once over, 
the initiative rapidly passes to other hands. In the media themselves 
•normality* rapidly re-asserts itself. Thoss sources of information, comment 
and the definition of events - the media themselves, the major government 
spokespersons, the military, the diplomats - which have a persistent or 
structural dominance, re-assert their influence. Secondly, and linked to 
this, there is a concerted attempt, by these and other agencies, to present 
a powerful retrospective gloss on those events which have threatened to upset 
the normal course of control. The greater, the upset, the more strenuous the 
attempts at recuperation or re-incorporation. In particular;, from the point 
of view of an analysis concerned with meanings, attempts are made to dtoiolic, 
trivial I as®., marginalise or stigmatise the movement in question. One 
implication, of this analysis, if correct, is that the aftermath of supli events, 
especially the immediate aftermaths, -are, paradoxically, ke-y moments for
fresh interventions by CND, in an attempt to sustain and reinforce the 
initiative momentarily seized. . ....... -
Tite Media Life of Demonstrations
These arguments can be illustrated, if tentatively, from the work we 
did on.the coverage of Sunday, Monday and Tuesday (with seme individual 
items from days later in the week). The passing of .initiative to the 
dominant institutions and to the media themselves was especially clear. It 
was a feature of the period, however, that the more direct newsworthy 
presence of CUD and its allies was sustained for an unusually long period.
This was partly a result of the linked demonstrations across Europe, a very 
important and powerful aspect of recent anti-nuclear strategy and tactics. We 
might add, too, that E.P. Thompson's campaigning, very energetic in the 
aftermath of the events, suggested a keen sense of the importance of post- 
hoc definition.
Certainly there is a sense in which CUD dominated the news-related media 
over a whole weekend. One quantitative index vas the newscasts on the most 
popular radio channels - Radios 1 and 2. As Table 2 (p.ll) shows, though 
the demon st rat ions dropped to second (Radio 2) and third or fourth place 
(Radio l) by mid-morning on Sunday, the European demonstrations pushed the 
item to the top again by 5.00 pm (Radio 2) or 7.00 p.ia. (Radio 1), Similarly 
on L3C, whose coverage was, again, on Sunday very favour ale, the item moved. '-i ■ • • * • ’
from between second and sixth on early newscasts to first by 7.00 pm. These 
newscasts often gave a strong sense of the momentum of the movement and even 
of some oscillation by American Defence spokesmen, Weinberger being quoted, 
for instance, as saying that the demonstrations were 'understandable*, 'should 
be taken seriously’ though 'were going the wrong way about getting the result 
everyone wanted: no war' (Radio 2, 5 = 00 pm). As framed in LBC newscasts the 
sense of leading spokespersons being overtaken by events was made quite 
explicit:
In London American Defence Secretary Casper Weinberger said 
he doesn't believe the protests mean very much but it's 
estimated that up to a quarter of a million people took part 
in the rallies.... (LBC, 300 am, Sunday, 25 October)
LBC, indeed, constructed at least one further news item of its own.
E.P. Thompson was the main contributor to Peter Allen's Sunday morning 
phone-in on this network. In the course of the programme, Thompson talked 
about the possibility of American attempts to destabilise the new socialist 
government in Greece on account of its attitude to Nato. At 1.00 pm this 
became an additional item in LBC's' coverage of the demonstrations C*!2.P. 
Thompson is warning...') immediately following the news of the rallies in 
Paris and Brussels. The newscast was closely followed by summaries of phone-
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ins on nuclear, weapons during the week, including edited highlights, 
programme called The Decision-makers, which focused on disarmament, 
time its 7-00 pm news led with the Paris and Brussels demos, LBC ha 
a very strong impression of the crescendo of CIO activity.
and a 
By the 
.d created
Coverage of the demonstration held up in a similar way in the television 
newscasts on Sunday. The demonstrations also occupied the front pages of 
The Sunday Times, The Observer, The Sunday Telegraph and the Sunday Express, 
usually accompanied by pictures. In the News of the World, Sunday People 
and Sunday Mirror, the CND item appeared on p.2 or 3- intensive coverage 
continued in the daily press on Monday, testimony, mainly, to the determina­
tion of the Conservative media to shatter any •illusions' their readerships 
might have formed over the last 48 hours! By Tuesday, however, the direct 
impact of the demonstration had certainly begun to fade, although there were 
some late responses. On Wednesday 28th, there was a classic I Fat join-ride 
interview with Bruce Kent, on Monday 26th the programme on S.P.Thompson went 
out on I TV, and on Tuesday 27th the Daily Mirror (which seems to have 
suffered a mild form of paralysis over the issue) eventually came out with 
a (rather hostile) leader.
Restoring Normality
The broad patterns of recuperation and -containment (i.e. the attempted 
restoration of the normal view of the world) can also be traced. It occurred 
quite generally across the media and was certainly not limited to the more 
conservative newspapers. The predominant mood of this assessment, even among 
the more favourable media, was to return us all to rationality, sensible 
calculation and ’the real world', after the understandable but heady excitements 
of the weekend. As the headline to Paul Johnson's piece in the Mail on 
Monday put it:
The CKD orators rant... the young have a great 
day out.
But it all adds up to ... 150,000 reasons not 
to panic.
(Daily Mail, 26.10.vl, p. 6)
This line was not surprising in newspapers (the majority) that had consistently 
buried CND before the event, or in The Daily Telegraph, which continued 'to 
go mad* on the subject on Monday, with a total of 40 paragraphs and four 
pictures, plus editorial, a special feature article, and a report of the 
European demonstrations, a cartoon, and an item on the rubbish left by the 
demonstrators (’Anti-Nuclear Fall-Out')I But a similar line was to be found in 
media which had charted the rise of the movement with some sympathy, or at
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least in some detail. In our own locality the Birmingham Evening Mail (a 
Conservative newspaper which often takes a Thatcherite line) is a parti­
cularly interesting example. Unlike the Birmingham Post which was hostile 
throughout, and the Leicester Mercury that ignored the issue altogether, the 
Mail gave quite sympathetic coverage to preparations for the rally, finding 
a useful local angle in CND's local leadership (Birmingham Evening Kail,
21.10.8l, p.$). CNB's local leadership, for their part, seer, to have laid 
some stress on supplying useful material for the paper. In the early coverage, 
then, CND was presented as sincere, active and well-meaning. Q.i cIjs day, and 
in subsequent issues, the Mai 1 returned to its dominant attitude, best 
described as ’CND is all very well, but what about the grim realities?'.
The Nationwide interview with Bruce Kent on Wednesday P,3th was framed and 
structured in a similar way. The item began with Sue Lav/ley asking how seriously 
Western leaders were taking the anti-nuclear movement, nationwide then
proceeded to answer its own question, stressing Western solidarities, Nott's 
charge of 'appeasement', .and the Government's unchanging policies of. buying 
Trident and allowing Cruise missiles. As Lawley then put it: "That nuts the 
ball very firmly back in thp disarmers' court". It was in this context that 
the pre-recorded and carefully scripted interview with Eruce Kent was broadcast. 
The interview was conducted in a way which other research has shown to be 
typical of Nationwide's style : the interviewer facing us in the three- 
quarter shot, standing for us, 'the Nationwide viewers', and in corn1icity 
with 'our* common-sense questionings; the interviewee, usually in orofile, 
the object of 'our' investigation. In this particular interview, «0ur common- 
sense questioning' bore a startling resemblance to the standpoint of the 
Western governments, and were of a particularly 'tough' and 'realistic* 
character: how, in fact, could CND guarantee that without nuclear wessons 
Britain would be able to deter 'an aggressor*?
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PART II: THEMATIC STRUCTURING 
AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Introduction
Babies
The truth is that the 
CND revival is discora 
forting because, like a 
lot of people, I have 
been dithering somewhere 
in the middle of the 
argument for most of my adult 
life, and it is about time 
I made my mind up.
It would help, I think, 
if the CND propagandists 
would stop describing the . 
effects of a nuclear holocaust 
as if they alone are opposed 
to frying babies.
There are quite a lot of people 
who wish to retain an independent 
deterrent and are also in 
favour of babies.
Some of them even
OF THE DEBATE; PEACE, POLITICS
continue to give birth to 
babies.
We ditherers would 
find it helpful, toe, if the 
CNB were more careful •
about the company it keeps.
The movement was half killed 
by the communists and the Trots 
in the Sixties and it could easily 
happen again.
If the communists are so hot 
for nuclear disarmament then they 
should put their case to the Russians 
and Eastern Europeans.
After all, it is their rockets 
that will fry our babies.
(from 'How can you ever trust 
the men who hold the rockets?',
The Sun, ?,6.10.ol5 p.6)
Most of the themes which we want to explore in PART II of this report 
are to be found in this and similar commentaries. In what fellows v/e 
want to dig out both the explicit and implicit themes of the debate, 
as they structured, for example, the responses of journalistic 'heavies’ 
like Julian Critchley (The Daily Telegraph), Lord George Drove' (Sunday 
Express) and Paul Johnson (Daily Mail). We shall be asking both about CND's 
weaknesses in this field of debate and its strengths (for on most themes, 
depending how they are inflected, CND stands both to win and lose). As v/e 
noted in the INTRODUCTION, some of these themes are explicit: they are carried, 
as it v/ei’e, on the very surface of the debate. Our first theme in PART II is of 
this kind. Evidently, the debate is about 'peace' and how to secure it, 
though on closer inspection even 'peace' proves to be r.c simple uncontentious 
notion. Our second choice of theme - Britain's place in the world - is 
scarcely less explicit, though the dominant versions of 'Britain's place' 
more often act as the premises of Conservative arguments ('the Western Alliance'; 
'the threat of the USSR') than matters to be argued out. CIO's problem in 
this area is to encourage us to go behind the conservative assumptions and to 
insist that this is not the only British option. Our third theme - the 
explicitly political implications of the debate - is, in. our view, the most 
powerfully emergent one. We have in mind the issues very sharply raised in
Harriet Kerman's speech on October 24 about the 'secret state', but also 
the broader and emergent critique of 'parliamentary democracy' which is 
implicit in CUD * s forms of action and organisation, and.in conservative 
defences of 'Parliament'.
Our last four themes are different in kind to our first three. They are 
not so obviously what the debate is 'about'. They are, however, powerful 
principles by which the debate itself is structured, in ways that seem to 
us only partially conscious, so far as many participants are concerned.
A knowledge of these principles of organisation would help us to understand 
more clearly what is at stake in 'CUD' and just how far this powerfully 
evocative movement is from being a 'single issue' campaign, CUD, rather, is 
becoming, once again, a very powerful carrier of some of the most important 
currents and conflicts in the society as a whole.
We v/ish to stress, in particular, four main and partially hidden thematics 
of the debate. The first of these is youth, perhaps the most evident of our 
four last themes, which comprise PART XH of this report. CUD is a connotatively 
youthful movements .what is at stake and what are the strengths and limitations 
of this identification? Similarly, we have noted a very powerful and persistent 
gender structuring of the debate, including a quite extraordinary explosion 
of the language of male potency (and emasculation) in the defenders of deterrence, 
and a tendency to present CND not only as youthful but also as primarily 
feminine, conforming, that is, to the female stereotype in our society. What 
exactly is at stake in this structuring of the debate? Our third theme is still 
more hidden: the class character cf the debate or the vrays in -which class is 
handled within it. There ewe even fewer direct references to class and class 
relations in the coverage than there are explicit refences to gender, yet 
class remains .on important- element both in the. structuring cf the media 
audience and as an aspect of the portrayal of CND. Finally, we look at the most 
hidden theme cf all, the race dimensions of the debate. It is only latterly
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that vre have become more aware of this theme ourselves, especially through the 
now massively evident Euro-centricity of the whole debate and the pervasive 
image of 'proliferation*. Such images seem common to both sides in the debate, 
which leads us to ask, admittedly somewhat rhetorically at this stage, whether 
the debate is not seriously limited, in its radical potential, by a securely 
'imperial' or .*European' frame of reference.
Two further introductory points should be made here. First, throughout 
PART II, vre have primarily used the press. This, is partly because we were 
particularly interested in the case against CND, partly because of the greater 
stability of the written text, TV and radio documentaries, no matter how
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•in depth', tend to flash by and make a challenging but sequential 
argument difficult to hold onto. A written text, on the otner uand, 
can be read and re-read at the reader's own pace, enabling a 'building* of 
new information, onto the already-known, rather than a catck-all-or-catch- 
nothihg.
Second, we point, in a preliminary way, to one conspicuous feature of 
the press- As we note below (p-31) different newspapers address different 
audiences, especially as constructed by class.
1. FIGHTING OVER PEACE; The Struggle to Appropriate Meaning in the 
■ ' - Mass Media
as long as Nato - and Mato governments - fight the 
. Peace Movements on the ground of their choosing, 'peace*,
we shall get the worst of the argumentc lie should shift 
the ground to where the debate properly belongs, namely 
politics, and the case for collective security would 
become overwhelming. But we have little time to lose 
{The Dai1y Tele graph, 26-10-81, p-lS)
Thus a Conservative MP, Julian Critchiey (rapporteur of the North 
Atlantic Assembly) ended his attack on the Peace Movements that had 
demonstrated their strength and unity the previous weekend across Europe.
This quotation is taken from one of the number of hostile responses in the 
press, which consisted, often, of simply printing uncritically (statements 
by government 'defence* spokespersons (always male, of course). It should 
be recognised that occupiers of such official positions have direct and easy 
access to the media, quite different from the sort of access accorded to 
officials of CIJB. Such 'experts' have been described elsewhere as 'primary 
definers'. Their pronouncements acquire legitimation by virtue of their 
official status and so their definitions and logic structure the whole debate.
These spokespersons were ready to mobilise this practice before and after 
the demonstration in order to reaffirm support for the 'official' defence 
policy, and to counteract any impression CND might have made. To the extent 
that the media publicised these statements, they could be said to have 
aoquiesced to British and American propaganda in support of present nuclear 
weapons policy. -
As Critchiey himself identified, there is a struggle to appropriate the 
meaning cf the word 'peace'- Despite their positions as primary definers, 
spokespersons like Critchiey do betray anxiety about CND's challenge to the 
ways in which they have set the terns of the debate- In other words, lie 
identifies as a site of struggle the areas which we tr3r to indicate in this 
report: 'the ground to where the debate properly belongs'. He acknowledges
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that CND has had such success in presenting the anti-nuclear case in terms 
of peace that the Government should abandon that terrain and map out a new or.e 
constructed on the grounds of national security. Other representatives of 
the pro-nuclear faction, such as Lord George-Brown are, however, not prepared 
to abandon such a key tactical position and advocate a stronger fight to 
keep the meanings of 'peace' within the ambit of their own arguments.
It should be noted from the outset that the term 'peace' las a set of 
powerful cultural meanings which are sufficiently close together to give 
the illusion of having some kind of transcendent, transparent and unified 
meaning. Thus 'peace' can be taken to mean some absolute good-in— itself, 
with which it is hard to argue. However, the term has possibilities of 
ambiguity which can alter its meaning dramatically, even to the point of 
endorsing opposing political positions, depending on the content in which 
it appears.
It is this absolute, positive meaning of 'peace* which, although illusory, 
makes it sc important for each side of the debate to annex the tern for its 
own purposes. Within these competing frameworks (discourses) its meaning 
undergoes several changes, all of them socially determined. A study of these 
social meanings allow us to separate out a number of debates and conflicts 
which are key areas in discussing the prevention of nuclear war. These distinct 
meanings have tended to be hidden or overlooked in evaluating the debate.
The one tens 'peace' has many meanings, which it is useful not to condence 
into a single generality. In what follows we rogkly categorise the variety 
of meanings given to the word 'peace' in the media reports/editorials/features 
devoted to the CND rally.
i) 'Peace' and Violence
This paradoxical link was made most commonly by reports emphasising the 
absence of violence on the demonstration itself. This linked the event to 
a whole set of constructions about the usually (implied) violent nature of 
demonstrations, and of confrontation with law and order. The classic example 
was in some editions of the Sunday Mirror: 'Police adopted a lo-r-key, softly- 
softly approach and the protest passed off peacefully' (25.10.ol, p.3).
There is an aaasiag causal link implied here - that the demonstration was 
peaceful because of the actions of the police. ’What the. reader is meant to 
feel is that the peacefulness of the event, which was undoubtedly of great 
advantage/benefit to CND, was due not to the participants but to the police, 
and that CND cannot therefore claim credit for it.
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The terra 'softly-softly' is itself open to debate, as it suggests a 
toning down or absence of police which, as those present and other 
media reports confirm (The Sunday Tines, 25.10.8l, p.l), was not necessarily 
the case. This law and order interpretation of the Sunday, Mirror comment 
seems to us by far the most plausible, but it is worth noting that if 
policing had not been 'softly-softly', it would have produced violence.
It nay be that there is a further, even mere radical, reading: that it is 
police brutality that causes violence on demonstrations.
ii) 'Peace* in Europe in Our Time
'Peace' is also frequently used to mean no more than a relatively long- 
tern absence of total war in Europe. This meaning was given a lot of space 
in the Sunday Mirror and The Sunday Telegraph, most notably in the former when, 
on Sunday (p.lS), its cartoonist, Cummings, awarded the Atom 3onb the 'Nobel 
Peace Prize for deterring war for years'. Following on from this, Lord 
George-Brown was able to argue, that the Peace Movements irere actually the 
'War-Mongers' (see below). Much of the tenability of this argument seems to 
reside in the notion of an insular 'British' viewpoint and a correspondingly 
limited notion of an isolated Europe. Thinking in this way neglects the multi- 
tute of intricate economic and political links that fuse those European states 
to the 'rest of the world'. Although this version of peace is crucial for the 
whole argument about deterrence, its limited and partial nature can easily be 
shown. It refers only to international relations and not, for example, to the 
domestic war in Ireland.
In its dominant use it is excessively Eurocentric in emphasis. Insofar as the 
rest of the world appears, it is an empty terrain for the struggles of the 
Great Powers. In this light, the following comment by Caspar Weinberger may 
not appear as bizarre as the newspaper found it:
In response to a question about where a war might 
begin, he (Weinberger) gave this bizarre answer: "The 
war is going on now. What is the campaign in the 
Carribean? What is the Soviet inclusion in Ethiopia,
. the Korn of Africa and all those places? These
represent strategic steps towards the strategic goal of
enveloping Europe.
(The Sunday Tines, 25.10.81, p.6)
As this points out, albeit from the point of view of one of the aggressors, 
the absence of perceivable war in Europe is a function of the displacement 
of that war to the Third World. It is surely possible that the next use of 
nuclear weapons against an actual population will take place there.
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This denial of any relationship between econcmic/pcliticai activity in 
Europe ana events elsewhere can again be seen in this example:
One fringe group even carried a banner calling for
'Lard Rights for Aborigines', (Sunday Express, 25.IO.ol, p„l,)
There are all sorts of meanings packed into this sentence which are worth 
examining; these include the racist assumption that Aborigines are 'other', 
definitely not part of our world and possibly comical; that their claim to 
land rights in a country far away can be of only the most marginal interest; 
that only the most extreme and dotty 'fringe* group would want to identify 
themselves as interested in this obscure issue; that it has no connection 
with a peace demonstration in London, anyway, 'Wholly lost or buried is any 
conception of the actual situation. The Aboriginal struggle over their own 
territory is intimately connected with the discovery there of uranium. - an unfore­
seen possibility when the white conquerors first considered returning limited 
land rights to the indigenous population from whom they had taken them. The 
need for uranium by the nuclear states/industries, and the significant 
amount of capital/profits involved make the Aboriginal struggle to secure ' 
adequate land rights a site of crucial importance in the development cf a 
global nuclear economy. It is not simply that the connections are distorted 
through biased reporting, but that the very existence of the salient facts 
that reveal the connections in the first place is totally denied.
The centrality of ex-colbnial definitions is further explored in the section 
on race. There is certainly a widespread assumption that only war in Europe 
'counts' as war, and this ability of a specific group (vrhite, male, ruling cla is) 
to promulgate its own version of 'peace' is a problem, for CUD.
iii) 'Peace' as Pacifism and Emasculation
'Peace' or 'pacifist' is used here to refer to CWD and other European Peace 
Movements. If the Press managed to mystify European geography and recent 
diplomacy, then they murdered the history of the Peace .Movements, actually 
holding them responsible for past conflict's. Take Lord George-Brown on World 
War II:
That war was made inevitable by those who protested the 
most against it. The Peace Pledge Union with its peace 
ballot, the Oxford Union, with its notorious 'v/ill-not- 
fi ght’ re so1utbn.
(Sunday Express, 25,10.Cl, p.lb)
This is in keeping with a notion of a decay in national will. Right-wing
historians and social analysts assert that it was pacifists 
and Hitler 'to believe that they could dominate the world a 
cost to themselves* (Lord George-Brown, op. cit.). Popula:
who led Mussolini 
; very little 
■ feature articles
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iu particular maligned some of the mere recent Peace 
emitted others like the anti-Vietnamese war campaign 
papers caricatured and ridiculed the whole project:
Movements (and 
in the USA), Some
European peace movements are not new. In the late 10th 
and early 11th centuries, anti-war pretests, backed by the 
clergy, burst out across the Continent. The militants 
forcibly occupied local castles chanting ‘Pence, Peace5. 
The crusades followed shortly afterwards. And indeed the 
most consistent characteristic of peace protests tiurough 
the centuries has been their lack of long term, success.
(Evening Standard, 2o.10.3l, p.7)
So, militants were around even then. With the substitution of ’communists‘ 
for ‘clergy1 tins could appear in the middle of some of the reports of the
CND rally and not appear too out of place.
Behind much of this argument about the negative effects of Peace Movements 
there lurked some thoroughly masculinist assumptions. Hie play on meanings 
around the words ‘pacifist’, ‘ neutral ‘ and ‘unilateral’ (how many people 
Icnow precisely what that last word means?) have deep cultural reverberations.
The Thesaurus gives in association with the word pacifist: 'nan of peace, 
neutral, civilian, women and children’. To be a man in our culture you have 
to endorse violence on a grand scale, and to be a ‘real mar.’, get in on some of 
the State's monopoly of legitimate violence (the hero-warrior of Hie Professionals 
or the SAS). The extent of this buried connection reveals itself in dismissive 
remarks about the 'pacifist, pro-gay-rights William Pitt’, Liberal KP for 
Croydon (the Sunday Express, 25.10.81, p.l6), and the extraordinary statement 
by Critchley that 'A neutral Europe would be the eunuch in the harem of the 
great powers'. Just who our rampant, weapon-waving State is screwing at the 
moment remains unsaid.’ lie re seriously, as we argue in the section on gender, 
contesting the orthodoxy cf deterrence involves questioning dominant definitions 
of masculinity - especially the association cf masculine self-identity with 
violence.
iv) ‘Peace* as the Universal, Apolitical Desire
In one curious respect, though this is possibly by far the most- common— 
sense understanding of the word, it was theleast conspicuous (in terns of 
our categorisations) in the press. This may have been because of the 
overwhelming arguments in favour of CND's position from this site of 
meaning - which in turn has led to the invention of a variety of other 
meanings for the word 'peace', in an effort to take back some of this ground. 
'Naivete', 'moral absolutism*, 'emotionalism', 'irrationalism*and 'idealism' 
were all terms of abuse hurled at those who would otherwise have been seen as 
demonstrating a desire for this meaning of 'peace*. Tne Conservative Press 
simply could not use the word in this context, except'ey attempting to -dislocate
its meaning by inserting it in inverted commas:
The foot-soldiers of 'Peace* protest are overwhelm­
ingly young people whose idealism, inexperience and 
'alienation' are exploited, pandered to, often 
nodoubt well-meaningly canalised by leaders cf various 
kinds, . • ■ ■ •
(The Pail3' Telegraph, 2,6.10. Cl, p. Si)
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In ideological terms, this does seen to be CND's strongest area., 
although it night be unwise simply to rely on this alone: straight
economic arguments 
Conservative line,, 
bf peace very diff
may be the next step to whittling away the support for 
It was notable how some journalists found this taaemin 
icult to handle, as can be seen in Akass' ditherings
the
at the beginning cf PART II,
v) 'Peace' t,as an Alternative Future
q - T  , 'As few the papers (except the Morning Star) celebrated the Ci!D event, it 
is not surprising that alternative futures to nuclear war, or the threat 
of war, were totally absent from the reports and discussions of the issues 
at stake. Alternative futures of this kind would require the placing 
of CND in the context of a broader politics.
The frequently conservative character of the media may be judged by 
their concentration on the first two meanings sketched above. Their use 
of the third meaning was invariably pejorative or ambiguous. In other 
words, the press usually used 'peace' in its more limited and cloned 
meanings. Hearing i), for example, remains firmly in the narrow confines of 
the law and order framework. Meaning v), by contrast, opens up a whole series 
of debates about long-term methods of resolving social, economic and political 
tensions and contradictions, of which the future of nuclear arms is only one. 
The problem for CHD, to which we shall return, is how id open up the wider 
meanings.
2. BRITAIN AND THE WORLD
If only we Inew
The most marked difference in the treatment of the international situation 
is between the tabloid and non-tabloid press. Especially in the non-tabloid 
press 'the international situation' is very much the stuff of feature arti­
cles and ecitorials. Usually placed wel1 after the hard facts of the daily 
reportage and away from the sport, such analyses ©resume a readershin irith 
the surplus time to spend pondering columns of argument about events not so 
readily relatabie to most people's immediate lives. The co u n te r p a r t in the 
electronic media is the 'in-depth' documentary or commentary on the Panorama
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mode 1 . We could go oh to build a caricature, of this readership as 
cigar-smoking, port-drinking armchair statesmen - undoubtedly middle- 
class and often highly influential^ By contrast, the near-total *
absence of ary such backgrounding of the disarmament issue in the 
popular press does warrant particular focusing.
For if the provision of any information that 'counts' - suspect though 
it may be - in 'informed debate' is restricted to a minority which 
reads the non-tabloids, then the prospect of the development of any 
critical, popular perspective on the real complexity of extra­
domestic concerns will be slight. Instead, popular familiarity with the 
international determinants of everyday life will continue to be reworked in 
the manner described below - one that is very much recognisable as, in the 
more exact sense of the word, propaganda.
What follows, then, is roughly divided along the traditional qualities/ 
tabloids axis. The concentration on the press is due to a presumption 
that a retrievable form of information is necessary for ary lasting 
comprehension of the complexity of the disarmament issue.
Nor have we aimed to supply an extensive 'catalogue of absences' of 
substantive issues - such as the arms trade and its links with the 
military establishment - that simply were not raised. CUD' readers will 
presumably be familiar with this gamut of silenced areas. Rather, this 
section concentrates on the limited existing discussion, the parameters 
of popular understanding as presented in the press, and.the means by ;
which information about the international situation is kept so restricted.'
Finally, some implications are drawn out - both for CUD*s role in any- 
'informed debate1 as it is currently constructed and. for,any hope df '
CND's widening its constituency further among those who read their papers 
in bus-queues rather than armchairs. . . .
'Nato is THE peace movement1 (Julian Critchley, The Daily Telegraph,
. 26.10.8l, p. 16)
The threat to the preservation cf the>.Nato alliance, and especially its 
Atlantic linkage, was the dominant organising these cf the feature articles 
and editorials in the qualities. Critchley warned explicitly of the . 
political consequences, as he saw them, of the Euro-neutralism of the 
peace movements:
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Would a neutral Europe retain its independence: it 
would not. The Soviet Union has long harboured the 
nope that the United States would be effectively re­
moved from the European scene, leaving’ Soviet military 
supremacy as the backdrop of European politics. A 
neutral Europe -Would be the eunuch in the harem of the 
great powers.
(The Daily Telegraph, 26.10.ol, p.iS) 
Significantly, he advocated the abandonment of the argument over peace 
in favour of the political one of collective security, appoint ncr lost 
on the author of the adjacent editoriali
The Cruise-Pershing 2 deployment is now the acid test of 
what is both an absolute minimum of flexible response 
deterrent capability and of Europe's political and •
defensive will. If this minimum cannot be achieved the 
result wi 11 not only be that a prudent America will have 
no incentive to continue exposing its 350,000 men in 
Europe and accepting escalating nuclear risks in its 
homeland for a militarily lost cause in Europe ... A 
panic-stricken Europe, .which had thus suicidally deprived 
itself of American protection, would be as much at the 
mercy of the .Kremlin as Poland would be now but for the 
courage of its people.
(The Daily Telegraph, cp„ cat.)
As in many similar representations of the situation, deterrence is a 
presumed fact of life. The real concern is that the peace movements may 
lessen American 'incentive' to provide the material means of deterrence. If 
peace is to be achieved through Nato, and Nato achieves peace through a 
strategy of collective security, then the only tactical means of assuring . 
peace ('in Europe*) is by subordinating European qualms to the interests of 
the cost powerful member of the collective, The United States of America.
This collapsing of strategic national, and even continental, interests into 
short-term diplomatic pragmatism structures most of the nen-tabloid features 
and editorials. They are a curious blend of raw information (missile numbers 
and deployment dates etc.), and diplomatic analysis. The Sunday Times 
feature (25.10.6l, p.5), for example, is co-authored by their defence 
correspondent and their nan in Washington, but takes the fora of e. political 
biography of Caspar Weinberger. Certainly, Weinberger was a focus because of 
his presence here for the Nuclear Planning Group meeting, but the extra­
ordinarily high profile his responses to the European demonstrations were
given by all the media, usually over those of national leaders, is further ..
evidence of the pivotal role the American administration was seen to play in 
any effective implications of the demonstrations.
Ironically, however, it is the Reagan administration itself that is the 
wild card in this scenario. On the front page of the sane issue of 
The Daily Telegraph already quoted (26.10.81), a story from Washington 
lists no less than three contradictory reactions from the White House.
It was Reagan hinseilf who provided the famous gaffe the week before that 
also informs soma of the features and editorials, often taken as a moans 
of explaining the size of the demonstrations.)
"Don't talk about Sues, go and look at the Berlin Wall" (Anthony Duck,
Con. MP, Talk about, Radio 1 , 27*10*81)
So the qualities by no means provided a free flew of ’neutral' information 
suitable for independent decision making* The 'rational argument' appealed 
for by The Daily Telegraph editorialist (26*IO»8l) amounted to pragmatic 
capitulation to existing U*3* dominance of Western European defence strategies* 
Nevertheless, this is a proferred argument, often made available in highly extended 
form*
The populars could hardly stand accused of such indulgence. Only one of the 
three extended commentaries published in the popular press could be said to 
have even attempted a backgrounding exercise* This was Lord George-Brown's 
extraordinary 'The Nuclear Protesters Who Could Actually Spark Off a War'
(Sunday Repress, 25*10*81, p*l6); and the tabloid editorials all worked 
through popular. association rather than any kind of arguments as such*
Clearly, the most evident element in the set of • associations such pieces 
tried to work through was the threat of invasion* Although not explicitly 
stated, a distinct parallel was regularly implied between the Russian tanks 
and Hitler's Panser divisions in World War II. In the week of the anniversary 
of the invasion of Hungary, and with the Polish situation still teetering, George- 
Brown could not resist going 'over the top' to suggest that the demonstrators of 
the day before would be directly responsible for any outbreak of war, as "these 
who protested the most" against war in the thirties had brought World War II 
about. What is significant here is not so much the excesses of particular 
variants of this argument, but its relation to popular understanding. In 
articles like George-Brown's a causal relationship is constructed between 
the security of a nation-state, the enemy's possession of the means of 
destruction and the necessity to avoid capitulation to so ominous a force*
What needs to be noted here is that this causal chain was mobilised throughout ! ' 
the popular press, and that, in our opinion, this Version of the deterrant 
strategy connects powerfully with everyday feelings and experiences. The 
structure of the deterrence argument has its own commonsense force. Here 
is Lord George-Brown again:
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There is only one way tc prevent a war. That is to make 
it abundantly clear that it can't be won. When that is . 
clear no-one is likely to light the fuse. But it has to . 
bo incontestably evident that that is so. And at every 
level at which we might be tested. ... we vn.ll rare to • 
make it clear that we will use whatever minimum force 
of any kind i3 required to contain aggression.
(The Sunday Ihcnress, op. cit.) -
The corollary of such logic is thus unrelenting opposition to disarmament 
’in the face of the enemy', as it were. Precisely the same forms of popular 
association used to justify deterrence can be made to ridicule disarmament, 
especially unilateral, which is extraordinarily vulnerable at just this 
point - where the 'moral force' of the kind advocated by Humphreys in the 
Bronowski lecture meets the pragmatism of day-to-day reality. Witness the. 
Dai1y Express1s tirade against "CND's peculiar form of appeasement":
There is nothing wrong, indeed everything right, with 
campaigning for nuclear disarmament - liULTILATSRAL 
nuclear disarmament. What is sheer madness is to argue, 
as the CIID does, that the West should on its own and 
without any negotiation with the Soviets, dispose of all 
our nuclear weapons.
(26.10.81, p.S)
This again is a form of argument recognisable to every trade-unionist: 
never let the bastards have something for nothing.
r*.
'CND - Campaign for National Defencelessness1 - Toilet Graffitti'
Tiie above recovery of the notion of disarmament to the detenu, t strategy 
signals again the recurrent theme that cuts across the arguments of both 
the qualities and populars - the inevitable obviousness of deterrence as an 
international foreign policy strategy of a quite overarching kind. In 
this v/ay all roads must lead to the deployment of U.S. missiles in Buropean 
seas and lands. Multilaterial disarmament becomes not a node of disarmament 
but a precondition to the 'sensible' course of 'negotiating from strength', 
in.contrast to the unilateral 'abandonment' of nuclear weapons.
It would seem that Raymond Williams is right, then, when he argues.that the “  
breaking of the deterrence/nultilateraiism couplet is a. prerequisite of any 
intervention in this field of public debate and popular understanding 
(’The Politics of Unclear Di sarmament', Hew Left Review 1P.4). The role 
of this couplet as the would-be guarantee of national defence sets up the 
'enemy within* trap,ie. the vulnerability of CND to accusations of Russian/ 
Communist allegiance. Some suggestions for breaking the logic that joins these 
associations will be provided in the conclusion. But we might note here that 
the whole deterrence argument rests on the unargued assumption that Britain's 
place in the world is, primarily, as the most loyal ally of The United States 
of America, a bastion, morally if not militarily, of 'the Western Alliance'.
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One implication of CHD's stance, and also of END'S, is to challenge the 
making natural in this way of the whole post-war, cold-war international 
settlement.
3. ^PRESENTATIONS OF DEMOCRACY
As an organisation committed to democratic protest as a means to change,
CND of necessity operates on a pre-existing terrain. This, terrain is 
* . .*already occupied by such concepts as democratic freedom, rights of 
demonstration, public opnion and citizenship, contested by powerful in­
terest groups with which CND is forced to contend. CND itself is a kind 
of test of whether such claims about the freedom of Western democracy are 
true. The media play an important role in constructing these categories •
in a popular day-to-day manner. It is essential therefore for CUD to win 
the struggle for meaning within at least some sections of the nows media.
If, for example, CUD has to battle with a very narrowly construed :otion 
of democracy, then the very legitimacy of protest itself is called into 
question. In this x-ray, CND becomes an agent within the diverse forces that 
define the meanings of freedom, democracy, parliamentary government, the righti 
to protest, the rule of law, etc. To redefine these, CUD needs not only to 
mobilise mass support but to ensure that it i3 seen undeniably to have done so.
Meanings of the October Demonstration
What follows is an analysis of some of the media meanings assigned to the
tdemonstration within the framework of these categories. i)
i ) Western Democratic Rights v. the Totalitarian System of Co;:a3unisn 
and the threat by terrorists
As indicated in the previous section, the democratic Western societies are 
implicitly counternosed to representations of alien forces that constantly 
threaten to invade them (Russia) or undermine them (Communis::, terrorism).
The BBC World Service put out a five-minute talk called Cor.11y3r.ta1ry, by 
Maurice Latey. This based its argument on the contention that since democratic 
governments permit demonstrations, CND's effect is essentially one-sided.
"While the campaign (is a ) valuable expression of public abhorrence* it is also 
a "dangerous political instrument" promoting the dangers of war (transmission: 
24/25.10.81, 13.09, 16.09, 23.09, GMT). Thus the 33C World Service again 
(World News, 24/25.10.31, transmissions: 16.00, 17.00, 22.00, 23.CO, 00.00, 
02.00, 03.00, 06.00, 07=00, 08.00, 09.00, 11.00, GUT) featured the American 
Secretary of State for Political Affairs, Walter Stressel:
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Anti-nuclear demonstrations have to he taken seriously, 
an expression of concern although the Soviet Union 
exploited them.
The Daily Telegraph in its editorial (26.10.31, p.l6) 'and- Julian 
article, 'Kaio is THE peace Movement' (op. cit.) diaws on this p 
meaning: through the space allowed to CND and its peace demorstr 
West will, if it is not careful, allow Russia to turn the whole 
into a vast Gulag. - .
Critcliley * 
attern of 
at ions the 
of Europe
The strategy inherent in this way of presenting the world is to 
the ideological oppositions between the East and the West, thus 
military preparations as solely defensive moves against an in'ii::
heighten 
legitimating 
cably hostile
enemy.
Charges that CND was somehow being used by Russia, the Communists or 
international terrorists were frequently made. Sometimes it was implied 
that CND is actually in alliance with them, or sometimes the suggestion 
was created, in a possibly unintentional fashion, through the juxta-position 
of news items. Thus a BBC Radio 2 newscast (24.10.81, 22.00) carried the 
item that the FBI had uncovered an organised left-wing conspiracy to under­
mine U.S. society. Similarly, The Sun (26.10.81, p. 6) carried to the right 
of Jon Akass* column about nuclear weapons an editorial with the headline 
'Funds for Terror*: - *
The FBI . „ „ report that many extreme Left-wing groupings 
are covering up for terrorist organisations. Their aim '
is to smash society as we know it today so that the Reds 
can march into the disaster area.
This guilt-by proximity can have as powerful- effects as directly * substantiated• 
news items. In Radio London news broadcasts (25.10.81j,transmission: £.00,
9.00, 10.00, 13.0C) these items were also similarly linked. -
The 'External threat', headlined 'Warning on Soviet Menace* (Daily M M  ~j, . 
23.iO.8l, p.4) was another kind of reserve concept that could he called upon 
and brought into play as needed. It was used by Winston Churchill j/p 
(News About Britain, BBC World Service, 24/25.10.81, tranmiscion:00.09,
03.09, 07.09, 11.09 GMT): t .
Millions of people who support unilateral disarmament are V 
being conned into taking the path most likely to lead to 
war... countries which weaken in the face of aggressive 
. totalitarian powers positively invite attack. . ■ ■„
The appeal to machismo is also very plain in this passage.
There were also recurrent references to direct Russian influence. A 33C 
Radio 2 news bulletin stated:
An American State Department Official lias told a disarmament 
conference in Paris that the US was worried about i:-u±
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increasing tendency in the West to give the Soviets 
the benefit of the doubt while remaining suspicious 
about American initiatives. Lawrence Eagleburger .
said the Russians were waging a propaganda campaign 
to encourage this. (Z4.10.61, transmission: 20.00)
This emphasis on Russian propaganda must be compared with the next news 
bulletin which said:
...the extent of the protests showed that the US was 
failing to persuade many people in Europe that its 
analysis of the Soviet threat was correct.
The Daily Telegraph's editorial carried the same message:
It is obvious that Russia has played a large part in 
inspiring and orchestrating the various manifestations 
of the Peace' movement. Opinions differ as to how much 
is spontaneous and how much is the result of the 
machination of the long-established network of Communist 
parties, cover organisations, trade union activists, 
infiltrators and so on. ...26.10.81, p.16)
There were also more sinister allegations that CND is somehow strangely awash 
with funds (from Russia or its friends,). For example, in a long lactual 
report, The Sunday Telegraph alleged suddenly that all these demonstrators 
travelled free, and that CND provided all publicity funds (25.10.81, p.l)
ii) Citizenship: The Volatile Peace Crowd Having Emotional Spasms
v. The Mature and Considered View of the British Public *•
The opposed couplet of this heading is taken from Paul Johnson's article in ' 
the Daily Mail (26.10.81, p.6). In order to maintain their positive version 
of Western democracy, a bastion against the totalitarian Eastern bloc, certain 
entrenched interest groups need to support the theoretical right of citizens 
to peaceful protest. Simultaneously, they seek to deny such protests the right 
to serious consideration. Also, the news media represent themselves as a part 
of this bastion of Western democracy, affirming their right and duty to 'publish 
and be damned'. Since the ideological construction of 'free speech' embraces 
both the freedom of the press and the right to protest, the problem of reporting• ': i ■■ ; • f  ' 1 •
demonstrations poses particular contradictions for the Conservative ,iedia. Their 
way round the problem is to marginalise the demonstrators, by.contrasting them 
•with the ideal, passive, law-abiding citizens who stays at ho. e. Paul Johnson's 
all-out attack on CND supporters, (op.cit.) is a striking example of this, while 
The Guardian's coverage (z6.10.81) pp.l L 3 ), focussing on the quaintness 
of the occasion, conveys the same message in a less easily challenged way.
Such constructions are markedly different from those provided by the media 
on the occasion of the Royal Wedding, when those out on the streets were 
represented as 'us', 'the nation’.
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Similarly, the military/defence bloc and their apologist 
appear to upheld democratic rights. They see the media 
persuading the public that the military exists to defend 
rights. At the 3ame time the real, normal, average citi 
out from these strange people who take to the streets.
c equally need 
as a means of 
such democrat 
men is separat
to
ic
ed
This contradiction also came out clearly in the Radio 1 prograixie, Ihikabout 
(27.10.8l), in which a Conservative MP, Anthony Buck, and Paul VIeil'er of 
The Jam took part. It is clear that the MP ideologically needed to uphold 
the right to demonstrate, at least in theory, so as to present his view of the 
totalitarian nature of the USSR. On the other hand, he wished to dismiss 
cut cf hand those who do so exercise their democratic rights. Throughout the 
programme Buck repeats 1 We couldn't have a meeting like this ill Russia'.
Buck: I don't want to see us ’taken' into a regime where we 
can't have meetings like this.
Again, in response to a question about what effect the march might have:
Buck: I think what it will do is perhaps show up the fact
that we can have marches like that and ycu can't on the 
. other 3ide of the Iron Curtain. .
yet: . _
Buck: We have government by people voting not by people 
demonstrating, and that's the way, and a healthy 
way in my view. Government through the ballot box 
and not through demos. .
Young woman: Surely, if we're a democratic society, we have a 
right to change our government's policy?
Buck: Absolutely. By the ballot box. . . .
iii) The Police and Law and Order
Closely allied to the threat of terrorism, and the use of such a threat to
justify curtailment of civil liberties is the idea of the police. They
represent the most solid, respectable, kindly face of lav and order -within
a liberal democracy. The image of the British bobbly is still used as a
trump card. Thus the Daily Express (24.lO.0l, p.2) carried a story headed:
'Red Alert for IRA Bombers'. The last paragraph read:
Sir.David KcNee's hunt for the 6 or 7 strong team of bombers 
will be made harder this week-end when 100,000 demonstrators.
So the CHD demonstration took on yet another meaning as a' problem for our
long-suffering police. The police were also used fairly consistently as an
authoritative source of informationJ especially in*the wide-spread use of
their estimate cf numbers, so that the event was mediated through’police
opinion. This powerful police presence, representing the respectable
and responsible elements of society, once again implies the irresponsible,
fringe quality of mass demonstrations. Without the protect-".;u of our
hard-pressed police-force, society would plunge into indescribable anarchy.
' 150,OCC Marchers Bring Chaos to London’ was the headline in the Sunday 
Express (25.iO.0l, p.l), which emphasised this peril by linking its reportage 
to police worries about IRA bombs. Similarly, The Observer (25.lO.Sl, p.l) 
carried the main headline 'Pea.ce March Jams London'. In such ways the meaning 
of the October demonstration is chanced from its nature as a protest about 
nuclear weapons' to a threat to law and order, an inconvenience, a burden to 
the police. The very peacefulness of the march die net allow the Press to have 
its usual field-day of showing injured policemen in order to delegitimate 
the protest, although it did try as far as possible to fit the demonstrators 
into its stereotypes of social deviants and trouble-makers (eg. 'Ban-Bomb'
Foot Defies the Mob', headline in the Sunday People', 25-10. Gl, p.2).
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Telling It Like It Is
The problem CUD has in channelling its arguments through the existing 
news media is exemplified by trie way in which Harriet Harman's speech from 
the platform was wholly lost in reports of the event. This was possible 
not only because she is a woman and seemingly deemed unnewsworthy, but also 
because she shifted the very grounds for debate onto new terrain - the threat 
of 'the nuclear state' to cur 'hard-won democratic rights'. As she pointed 
out, the democracy/freedom argument is most often mobilised by the pro­
nuclear faction. It is used both to display the unique character of Western 
democracy's vulnerability, as opposed to the untroubled totalitarianism of the 
Eastern bloc,' and also to berate the wilfulness of demonstrators in under­
valuing it. It is not an area that the opposition wishes to see claimed by 
CND. However, the arguments advanced by Harman and the IICCL very much need 
to be promoted in order for CHD to win this strategic territory. j± iG ^  
area where CIID might expect to be able to recruit support from within 
sections of the news media, since notions of a 'free' society are go closely 
bound up with those of a 'free' press. The operation of the Official 
Secrets Act, the lack of a Freedom of Information Act, the growth of surveillance 
are all areas in which CND has a serious stake and which are part of y-,e rebate 
about what a Nuclear Military State must be like.
Once again the young people in the Radio 1 debate focused on the issue of 
a free press and what it means. The response they drew from Love as' 
representative of the media is interesting in more ways than one:
Steven: That march will change the view's of some people
• because only when a quarter of a million get to­
gether can Tony Senh and people like him get their 
views put on to the television, even when theyk~e 
corrupted, because what's put or. the television a^d 
the 9 O'clock news was a corrupted view of what he 
said, but nevertheless, then he gets a chance to •'
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speak, the people in this country get to knew the 
other side of the coin, they don't just get the 
Government's Protect and Survive side of the ...
Love:
Steven:
Love:
Steven:
Steven, can I ask you, how dc you corrupt e. recording? 
Yon edit it.
Oh. Let me go on to another Tony ... (laughter) ... 
'.fou are suggesting that selective media coverage 
corrupts what is said?
Of course, that's what the Russians do.
and, in another part of the discussion:
Young woman: During this weekend there's been a lot of CUD 
rallies and that, but whenever they've been 
reported in the media of any kind they always 
seem to be trivialised, sort of second, and the first 
things they looked for were was there any trouble, 
was anybody arrested. They don't look at the politics 
c£ it, the CND.
Love: I'm sorry, I've got to argue with that, every paper
led with the Lpndon Demonstration, every newspaper 
made the point that there was not one arrest, every 
newspaper queried the number of people ... (noisy 
interruption) ... It was front-page news through­
out Britain. You can't say the media trivialised 
it ... (conflicting voices)
Young Woman: They didn't look at the fact that it was CIJD.
In the exchange with Steven, Love exhibits either a naivete about the 
effect of editing, or is showing a genuine belief that the Ilevfc in some simple 
way just reports what is there to report. As Buck says elsewhere:
"You've got freedom, freedom of the press; we've got freedom like ... (lost 
in outcry)". In the second exchange, with the young woman, he seems quite 
unable to take on board the point she is making about the meanings assigned 
to the demonstration in the media and simply reiterates (inaccurately and 
misleadingly) that it was reported prominently in the press. This is a rare 
occasion when a media-man (sic) can actually be heard to express his views 
on media coverage and, it seems, betrays a rather lower level of understanding 
than his audience. Even in the obvious matter of censorship, Love's view 
seems naive. It is important to remember that the BBC refused to show The 
War Game, rejected E.P. Thompson for the Dimbleby Lecture, and experienced 
some embarrassment over Humphrey's 3ronowski Lecture.
These issues of civil liberties, of the democratic/totalitarian state 
axis, of the nature of citizenship, of the rcle of public opinion in a 
democratic society, all lead on tc an area present only as a shadow in all 
the turns of the debate. It is, however, a crucial one in which CIID is 
inevitably involved. It is both a site of struggle and a stake in the
argue more fully later the terms of this debate could become a major 
asset for CUD.
The Limits of Parliamentary Democracy
If there are structuring principles in official British opinion, one 
must be about the unassailable superiority of the British parliamentary 
system. It is almost impossible to make any type of criticism of the merits 
of our present form of government without it being dismissed out of hand.
Think of the fate of Peter Tatchell. CND has to reckon with the fact that 
its existence is a challenge to these sacrosanct assumptions. Although it 
partly exists within the approved framework of the system of parliamentary 
lobbying, as air organiser of extra-parliamentary activities, such as Peace 
Camps or mass demonstrations, CND is also outside the conventional structures 
of formal democracy and has its only power base in a mass movement of ordinary 
people. Tire unconditional excellence of the Houses of Parliament does still 
exist in popular thought as a potent element in British self-identity, but 
it co-exists, somewhat contradictorily, with obvious and widespread dissatis­
faction with the system of formal politics in Britain today.
There are limits, and *felt» limits too, on the efficacy of parliamentary 
democrac}*-’ s responsiveness to those it claims to represent. Tnis experience 
shows not only in the swings of public opinion during the periods between 
general elections, but also in the remoteness of many MPs* lifestyles from 
that of working people. The House of Commons is also predominantly male 
in its membership and highly masculinist in its operation, as the broadcasted 
brawls from within its hallowed halls suggests. Nevertheless, despite its lack 
of genuine representativeness, it is difficult in the extreme to criticise 
it.' This particular aspect of the U.K.'s democratic institutions is embedded 
in a system of meanings that claim it as the very essence and bastion of free­
dom and democracy.
There is, however, another available system of concepts that car. be brought 
into play against this formalised expression of democracy. These are a 
range of populist ideas about control, majorities, minorities, and who has 
rights to speak and decide. Once again, the Radio 1 debate provides three 
renarliable crystallisations of these positions. The first exchange started 
from the possible effects of the decjonetration. ..
Lcve: Tony, do you think that the march will have any effect?
Buck: IJo, I think what will happen is perhaps to show up the
fact that we can have marches like that and you can't 
on the other side of the Iron Curtain ... ;jeering- and 
calls)
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Love: ... but do you think it'll have any effect in the Uif?
Duel': Tiie fact that there were a lot of people on tne street
will generate the sort of intelligent dispute and 
argument about it all. I think it may be relpful to that 
extent, but it's not gonna make any transformations-of the 
scene ... no. . - -
Younr Woman
Weller:'Cause the government's too oppressive.
Buck: Because, on the whole, we have government by tne people 
voting, not by demonstrating, and that's tne way, ane 
the healthy way, in my view: government trrougn the 
ballot box and not through demos. ,
Surely if we're a democratic society we nave tiie rignt 
to change cur government's policy ... .
Buck: Absolutely. By the ballot box.
Young Woman : And you're ... well, we only have a ballot every
five years, don't we, so what do we do in the meantime?
Buck: You have to sit it out, my dear, you have to sit it out.
Interjector(male)
Buck
Young Woman : 
Buck: 
Young Woman :
:Sit on our backsides and let you ...
:It's not very long between elections and ...
(uproar) ... so it's alright ... (more uproar) ... 
at least we do have elections . . . .  .
But those marches ... .
» . . and other parts of the world don't .
Those marches, yeah, there was loads of people . 
there,and there were loads of people showing their 
views. You might say they're not gonna do anything 
but at least we're not sitting down and talcing what 
people are shovin' in our faces, and we're going to 
make a stand, and we're going to show people what we're 
made of ... .
Buck:That's your democratic right and thank goodness 
you're exercising it if you want to ...
(Weller and Buck try to talk each other down)
Weller:You lot are the minority.
What is interesting to us about these exchanges is the HP's evident 
vulnerability on ’democracy', witness the changes of taclc through the debate. 
First he equates democracy with elections, but under pressure from his 
audience (whose consent he is clearly not winning) the right if not the wisdom 
of 'demonstration*' is conceded. The patronising 'You have to sit it out, 
my dear*., becomes 'That's your democratic right'. His assumption is that 
we have, unlike benighted nations in 'other parts of the world’, a completed 
democratic pr'ocess. But thishardly satisfies his audience or part of it. The 
issue itself.reinforces the point: can we afford te wait for five years if 
the blunders of ’old men' may reduce us to shadows, before life has really 
begun?
5^In many ways what is at issue here is the crucial political question: 
Who is ’us'? In the following two extracts this question is posed to 
each side:
Young Woman:
Buck :
Young Woman:
Buck:
You've done a lot of talking tonight, and I'm not 
being rude but you have and you keep saying 'vre' 
and 'us', but who exactly are 'we' and 'us'?
Nato.
A few politicians. Who's Nato? A few politicians. 
Reagan and Maggie and all the others, just a few 
politicians, not the people, not the people who get 
killed.
They elected us you see, and so .., 
we're the elected representatives.
(stutters)
Young Woman: Through propaganda, basically.
and:
'Weller: It's the same old situation, because we're ruled
by a minority. We're the majority, you know, same 
as through the world.
Buck : Who's 'we', Paul, who's 'we1?
Weller: The people, you know, ordinary people, who walk the 
street, ride on buses, and we're controlled by 
minorities, of, you know, people who are past their 
prime.
Buck : You've got the vote...
Although essentially indefinable, the radical scorn and emotional authenticity 
in the young woman's voice clearly unsettled Buck, and the tone of his answer 
lacked his usual bluff, paternal authority. Such challenges to the insolence 
of office go hamd-in-hahd with its demystification, and the reinstatement of 
the hidden connections between the continuing arms race and those whose 
interests it serves. There is, implicit in Buck's attitudes in this discussion, 
the romantic myth of bitter suffering nobly born. It is a sort of updated 
white man's burden which, weighed down with the full knowledge of the horror <f 
war, we3tef*n politicians fearlessly shoulder to protect their helpless 
populations against 'the hard men of the Kremlin'. Concealed in this line
of argument isi the potential mutuality of interest X at the minimum in not"• ihaving a nuclear war - between the majority of people in the East and in the 
West.
When MPa like Buck define 'We, the people' as Nato, a natural response is to
question the jclaiias of MPs to be the only legitimate representatives of the
1 i !people. It also ^eads to a further chain of argument: where, in fact, does the 
real power lie? Is it just in Parliament and the elected government or in 
the forces and apparatuses of the s\ate, especially the law, the £>olice and 
the military"? DcxMj it not also lie ih economic and financial institutions?
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Certainly, the interests of multinational corporations are not easily 
controlled by nation states. The recent history of the li-F demonstrates 
its power over British governments. V/hat would, or could, a government 
do, faced with decisive opposition from any or a combination or all of these 
power blccs? In such a case, even the landslide election of a government 
committed to nuclear disarmament might be only the beginning of the struggle, 
and not its successful conclusion. CND's promise, then, is not to destroy 
: but to deepen democratic .traditions, making them more than merely formal. 
There is a very sharp sense of this possibility, as a popular demand, in these 
particular exchanges.
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PART III: SUBTERRANEAN THEMES
GENDER, YOUTH, CLASS, RACE
1° Gender
Besides the explicit issues at stake in the debate about nuclear weapons it 
should also be recognised that there are subterranean themes, not necessarily 
acknowledged in a conscious way, that also make up a ground where arguments 
can be lost or won. These hidden structures often organise our ways of 
thinking, and, although not the same for all groups in society, are widespread 
and powerful determinants on our thought. One of the chief sets of assumptions 
relates to definitions of gender, the subliminal beliefs and feelings we have 
about what it is to be female or male. A brief look at the reporting of the 
October demonstration reveals that women are remarkable in it by their almost 
complete absence, despite their obvious physical presence as marchers and as 
speakers on the platform- Only The Sunday Times (25.10.Ol, p.l) in its 
reasonably extensive coverage mentioned Petra Kelly, and she was the only 
female platform speaker mentioned in the whole of the media coverage. Women, 
it would appear, for those who make it, are not news. This suggests that CND 
has to negotiate a crucial level of meaning in media representations iiiat 
operates powerfully, but in some sense secretly, defining what counts as 
important/newsworthy in a given context. Its operation car often only be 
traced by the absences, silences and burials it perpetrates.
Women and Mews
The media in all their forms are part of the terrain where these gender 
roles/stereotypes are created and maintained. It is still largely felt 
to be true that the public world of politics, economics and serious world 
affairs belongs to men, and the private world of home, children and 
gentle feelings belongs to women. Women and their activities are therefore 
not newsworthy. This pre-definition of news values not only excludes women, 
but legitimates male activity as authoritative, reasonable, normal, human. 
Even in the Left weeklies which we looked at, femininist publications apart, 
and except for the coverage in Big Flame, women were absent. IJor should it 
be underestimated how comfortable people find it to operate within the limits 
of the roles assigned to them and how uncomfortable and unnatural it feels 
to move outside them -even when they are felt to be restrictive or arbitrary.
The news media are, of course, still produced and controlled mainly by Dec.
It is easy for men to be unconscious of their masculine identity, and to feel 
themselves to be representative of humanity in general, with urgendered people 
the norm. It might be helpful for CND to be clear in its press releases on 
which occasions it is trying to organise its arguments in accordance with
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masculine/feminine stereotypes and when it is trying to challenge the under­
lying gender structure itself.
Mobilising cr Challenging Gender Stereotypes in Reportage.
Although the strength of these stereotypes cannot be doubted, the public- 
private split does not necessarily work to the benefit of one scde of the 
debate cr the other. The use to which such gender-specific values can be 
put is an area for constant struggle. The Daily Hail (24.10.81, p.19 
(TV Page) ) carried a story mobilising the 'natural' opposition of women to 
aggression and violence not in favour of the Peace March, but against it.
>i It gave an account of an anonymous young mother visiting CIID'3 headquarters 
and put off by the 'hate-pictures' of Thatcher and Carrington. Thus the. 
praiseworthy female aversion to 'virulent hatred' can be readily admitted and, 
as in this case, activated against CND. (The headline was !Those Frightening 
Warriors of Peace'.) This apparent concession to arguments against militarism, 
can be made because, in gender stereotype terms, it is also women's traditional 
caring role that excludes then from serious public affairs, and so allows the 
conclusion to be drawn that any solutions offered by women are likely to be 
naive, muddle-headed, innocently misconceived. It can be conceded that women, 
perhaps rightly, see war as evil, but this admission can be recuperated by 
activating the more powerful stereotype of men's superior grasp of political 
reality, what Paul Johnson (Daily Mai1, 26.10.81, p.6) would call "the stature 
and considered view of the British public", which, it goes without saying, is 
hard to conceive of as anything else but male.
In other words, these ubiquitous, culturally acquired and constructed beliefs 
about masculinity and femininity can be mobilised both for and against a 
position/argunent. Awareness of these possibilities gives some ground for 
manoeuvre to CUD. Firstly, there is the potential for change; as these 
stereotypes acquire meaning only through use, changing the use (eg. feminis­
ing strength, masculinising empathy)can also change the meaning. Secondly, 
it should be possible to safeguard against a hostile reporter setting CND . 
events/arguments within a framework that mobilises feelings of normality 
and self-identity against CND. ..
Gender and Language
Language is itself another site where .gender roles are constructed. It 
can be useful to think of language not as a system that somehow reflects 
or names reality-out-there, but rather as a means through which human 
beings create their*consciousness of reality. Language also gives*us,spaces
I
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or positions to occupy when we use it, both as speakers and listeners, 
encoders and decoders of meaning, 'a place for "ce" and !,you': within the 
world it signifies’ (Donald: OU Popular Culture, p.54). As the English 
language is presently used, men and women cannot comfortably occupy the 
sane speaker/hearer positions. It may be worthwhile to look more 
closely at how language defines these positions of masculinity and femininity, 
so close and farailiar to us as to seem wholly natural. It is because gender 
identity is so intimately a part of self-identity that it can activate such 
powerful emotions. Such feelings are so deep that we often experience them 
as instinctive, and their activation either strongly enhances and legitimates 
a position, or alternatively makes it seem unnatural, abnormal and unacceptable.
One of the crucial ambiguities within English is the ambivalence of terms that 
apparently apply just to people, neutrally, that are not gender-specific. 
However, if we consider a few examples we can see that although such words 
do often apply equally to both male and female persons, they also sometimes 
implicitly exclude all females, but never exclude all males.
A. If he (the toiler) survives, we shell save and rebuild 
everything (Lenin).
5. We owe a duty to the people of this country to beware of 
apparently simple solutions.
C. Mormal people don't go around raping women.
Sentence C definitely excludes women, sentence B probably includes them, 
and sentence A is curiously ambiguous. It is this slide between genuinely 
universal terms, including both male and female persons, amid the other uses 
which tacitly exclude females that causes problems. We would follow Coward 
and Black (Screen Education, No. 39j 19&1) in seeing the crucial effect to 
be the way in which men can lay claim to this non-gendered identity. Women 
can never be sure that such neutral terms do in fact apply to them, whereas 
men need never encounter such a hesitation. This enables them to 
represent as human nature what is in fact a socially created version of 
masculinity: aggressive, hierarchic and territorial. It is hard to think of 
females as ungendered people in this way; they remain the sex which is unrepre­
sentative of humanity in general. It also allows for the marginalisation of 
women's traditional nurturing role, removing it from its centrality in any 
definition of 'human nature'.
This common-sense notion that 'human' nature is inevitably violent and nasty 
is often mobilised in favour of the argument that peace moves and disarmament 
are doomed to failure. It can be challenged by disclosing the ways in which 
it is constructed and promulgated through language and meanings chosen and
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disseminated by the news media- The Daily Telegraph (24.10.8i, p.6) 
carried a substantial article about Conservative reactions tc the Peace 
Demonstration. One of the KPs, Edwardes, made use of this common-sense 
ideology of human nature by accusing CHD of :'dodging the realities of human 
nature, human history and the fact that nuclear weapons cannot be disinvented"< 
A cursory acquaintance with, world history would seem to provide ample grounds 
for this pessimism. There is, however, also with historical warrant, a view 
of humanity that is more hopeful arid open. For example, recognising the 
nurturing role traditionally ascribed to women focuses more sharply tile 
view that human beings are far more co-operative and caring than is suggested 
by the prevalent common-sense notion of human nature, which lias been 
constructed by a competitive and hierarchical society.
Appealing to Women through the Media '
Thus, one path to the goal of changing beliefs about human nature is to 
give greater respect to women's experience. However, a.c is clear from 
the general exclusion of women from the news media's account of the 
October- Demonstration, it is not necessarily an easy tack either to reach 
women through these channels or to persuade the media to represent seriously 
women's activities in the peace field. There are other- aspects of the female 
stereotype that makes it particularly difficult for the popular press and 
TV to accept women as self-organised and self-organising and it may bo hard 
to challenge the stereotype of the essentially domestic, light-weight 
female role. The few sparse references to women on the march identified them 
in their most harmless roles as nuns or ycung mothers. The only women specifi­
cally mentioned were in the News of the World's brief report (25.10.31), which 
named Billie Whitelaw and Susannah York as being among the Shownis personali­
ties, although the piece itself was inconspicuously placed outage two.
Despite some sympathetic coverage in magazines directed exclusively at
women (eg. the Women's Peace Camp coverage in Honey, Jar. !9o2, p.4-0), 01- 
even friendly comments heard on BBC Radio 4's Woman's Hour (29.lO.8l}, it 
is the daily press, the weeklies and TV and Radio news and current affairs 
programmes that are seen as the expression of serious public opinion. 
Nevertheless, it may be possible to challenge, this array of nasculinist assump­
tions through the positive mobilisation of women's counter common—sense 
notions. We feel there remains to be tapped a reservoir of female (not 
necessarily feminist) common-sense beliefs, perhaps best summed-up in the 
slogan 'Mo More Toys for the Boys'. This slightly condescending view of 
male activity is reinforced by an unsystematised set of beliefs to the effect 
that human nature is as much nurturing as destructive, that the quality of
daily, personal life is what legitimates politics, and that empathy and insigit 
produce knowledge as surely as politicians' realism and experts' expensive 
research. It will, however, require very extensive changes in the repre­
sentations of the defence/diplomacy debates to make any inroads against their 
predominantly raascu 1 inist assumptions. The machismo ring to newspaper . 
headlines is only one indicator of the hidden value-systems that structure 
the world of politics and in which the news media as purveyors of Public 
Opinion play an important part, eg. 'Bomb Marchers Given a Blasting' (The 
Sun, 26.10.8l, p.2) and 'Ban-Bomb Foot Defies the Mob* (Sunday People’, 2p.10.8l, 
p.2). '-The metaphors of impotence used by the Establishment to egress their 
fears about disarmament are equally revealing. There is, for example,
Butcher in The Daily Telegraph (24.10.8l, p.6) with "the softening up of 
public opinion", and "the decay of public will . and Critchley,. also in . 
The Daily Telegraph (26.lO.8l, p.l6), with the phrase "a eunuch in the harem 
of Europe". Such details may seem trivial but, if we accept the argument 
that language is an effective shaper of subjects, that it offers us as men 
and women different roles through which we come to experience ourselves as an 
identity, then it is such details that constantly and unnoticeably guide and 
— Qoutjr0 -^ the ways in which we experience reality. If CIID's objective is to
ensure nuclear disarmament, then it is engaged in a struggle to change . - :
reality in more than one simple way.
2. Youth; the Generation Game
In our analysis of the media coverage surrounding the
theme of youth appeared as one of the major focal points - ever present, 
though employed in very different ways.
,In t-his section we shall attempt to outline the great preoccupation with 
one section, of the community, and to indicate how one category 'can initiate 
different forms of reportage and response.
. / Just after 11.20 on Saturday morning the new wave of
n nuclear disarmere won their first victory over the old
generation ...
(The Guardian, 2&.10.81, p.3)
The above quotation is an indicator of a general theme running throughout 
many reports: that of a differentiation not only of the many groups on the
march, but more particularly of young from old. Using theories from past■ ’ ' ~ • . . . . o
research of the media treatment of youth sub-cultures and deviancy', we
shall show the varying imagery of this binary opposition and how it can be
used to further a particular point of view.
Such images of youth can be divided roughly into a positive node and a 
negative mode for the purpose of this report.
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In the post-war period youth has been seen as a vanguard of social change: 
the bearers of a new ’Golden Age' of optimism, with the "future ir. their 
hands. It is an age of transition from childhood to adulthood, a time 
of exploration, experimentation, questioning and searching. Charges in 
behaviour and beliefs are common, if not necessary, in the growing adoles­
cent, and the wide variety of sub-cultural groupings bears vritress to tills.
As OID is a movement concerned precisely with the future, youth becomes 
a vitally important section of the community to influence and involve. The 
recognition of youth as one of CWD's 'new' areas of support is borne out 
by the great care the movement itself took in publicising the wish for a 
'festival atmosphere': the music, the theatre groups, the colourful displays 
to attract young people in large numbers. In this respect they can be judged 
to have succeeded, ' ‘ r ■ '
It was a day for all ages, races and creeds, a dpy 
for trade unionists, Christians, Communists and 
Labour Patty supporters. It was a day above all ■-
, .for the young who were present in huge numbers .. •
(Homing Star, 2o.lO.0l, p H )
That young people were not also members of the other groups mentioned 
above is debatable (a question which will be discussed in more detail later), 
yet they wore present in sufficient quantity to merit being singled out 
as a group in their own right. It is their future, and they made it their 
day.
However,.the fact that a large proportion of the crowd, in excess of 
250,000, was under the age of 25 is indeed something to bo optimistic 
about. It signals an increase not only in awareness, but also in tile 
willingness to participate - to act for themselves and not to leave the 
decisions affecting the future of society to the older generation. /mother 
aspect of the demonstration which enhanced its positive view was its peaceful­
ness. As with many other recent demonstrations and protests, there was 
no violence or trouble of any kind which might lend itself to distortion or 
over-exaggeration. Sven though many of the reports went to great lengths 
to give examples of the punks, anarchists and other potential ’troublemakers', 
they failed to find the disruption and violence they sought. Hie Peace 
Movement en masse marched peacefully.
In fact the peacefulness of the march was stressed, but it is at this 
point where differences in usage and ’intended' readings can be indicated. 
The fact that a youthful demonstration could also be a peaceful one seemed 
to be tinged with relief, but also with a certain amount, of surprise.
Sometimes the statement yes followed up by remarks or- the number of 
police needed (by implication to prevent any disturbance) rather than. to 
question if such a number was really necessary in the first place. Ever, the 
'quality* newspapers seemed Co feel tbe need to cite the nest radical act, 
committed by a marcher, that they could find:
A boy with purple hair trotted up to the Police Control _ 
van and asked for two choc ices »..
(The Guardian, P.6.10.Si, p.3)
However, another important aspect of the focus on youth is its use Co 
marginalise the event. By emphasising the.number of young people or. the 
march, any other groupings and people of an older generation, are, by 
implication, separated and distanced. The polarities of '.'ouug/Ole. are 
reworked through similar oppositions - Trivial/Sericuc, Immature/Mature,
Ideal i sti c/het 1 onal, Fun/Politics.
She CUD orators rant ... the young have a greet 
day out.
(Daily Hail, 26.10.31, p.S) ..„
The flow of feminist poets and alternative comi.cc 
on stage gave way to heavyweight speakers. « 00 <3 \(The Guardian, 2,6.10.31, p.3
Fenner Broekway, aged 93 ■> ■>» left the stage arm in arr; 
with Anajoy David, the young editor of CIID's youth 
newspaper. Both were shaking: he from age, she from 
nerves ...
(Tiie Guardi an, op. cit. )
'loung Doves, Old Hawks
(Daily Iiirro:- . 27.1C.Cl, p.2)
A great deal of time appeared to be spent on creating a stereotypical 
image 61 youth. Despite the differences of the marchers, a CUD 'type' 
was constructed out of all the aspects of clothing, speech and activity 
that definitely signalled that they were 'them* and not ore of 'us*.
Until then (the October demonstration) ... the 
biggest demonstration in London's history had been 
dominated by a small group of characters from 
Posy cartoons wearing green anoracks, sensible 
shoes huddled around thermos flasks and talking 
about Solidarnosc and "What I mean by Socialism” ...
• (The ^Guardian, .2,6.10.31, p.6)
The image of the middle-class student became .supplanted by a preoccupation 
with the spectacle. The 'typical' protester were c special outfit for the 
occasion* painted his or her face (the news bulletins on SBC and 2TJ 
seemed particularly attracted to this novelty), sported brightly Coloured 
hairstyles, sang and chanted. The 'type* lay somewhere betvreer the clown and 
the puhk/anarchict.
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The immaturity P- the marchers was signalled by the use of ?*vr<J'ilSi'"WT
paternalistic rhetoric. The passage fron the Radio 1 Tfcllcahpii^ . °u-' 
quoted earlier serves to illustrate this point. Similarlyj ':'e ^  
pursued the theme of naivety, as for example, The Daily Tale r . - --- •“**J 
headline 'Nuclear Disanaers Dodge Realities’ (24.10.5l, p.t). ilo- c4— „ 
were the demonstrators living in a fantasy, but they were a i;
- as public opinion would be softened up by the ’misled ideals- 3- 0wi 
young’,
l a r t i —
potential threat
The statements made by D. Hurd (Foreign Affairs Minister) & Pc
cular favourite of the tabloids, especially The Sun. They rei~e..a^ed 
common-sense argument that you do not need a demonstration no people are
worried about nuclear war - no one wants a war - and that such oeno.^c-rations 
will make it less likely that negotiations will take place. T-be .thul 
the status of the protesters quite clear in its headline ’dors.:- 1 arcne.ro 
Given a Blasting: They Aid Reds says Minister’ (26.10.31, p.?./.
However, this notion of ’Reds’ not only under the bed otic 
march was an. extreme one. Rather than see the call for disarnamer*. as a 
continued camnaign it was more useful to see it as an emotional v/outrful)
outburst,
Pee.ce crowds are particularly volatile. There comes 
a time, once in a generation or so, when the longing 
for peace and the fear of war becomes so great tram 
the arguments are brushed aside and a lot cf normally 
sensible folk give way to what Aneurin Sevan caller 
•an emotional spasm’.• Like other spasms it doss not
“ on'}’ : .
(Daily Hail, 26.10.8l, p.6)
Young and old had not joined together to demonstrate on one particular 
very important political issue; instead, the ’normal’ (old) people had 
been carried along by a tide of irrationality. Such a movement in a 
’flash in the pan* and does not last (ie. exert a long-term intensive 
political influence). It can usefully be ignored: a ’spas .1 can be 
tolerated and contained.
From these observations the media's reaction can be seen to fall into 
two categories: marginalisation and trivialisation, and the ’moral panic*.
As in the treatment of deviancy, the activity cf the marchers is outside the 
•not®'. Tfr is a challenge to the status quo (the policy of increasing defence),
ereeo if it is conducted within the 'legitimised' arena of resi 
the organised demonstration. • .
ice -
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Youth sub-cultures have recently been defined as;
Movements which disturb a society's normative contours 
... (and) mark the inception.of troubling times - 
especially for those sections of the population who 
have made an overwhelming commitment to the con ti: uatior 
of the status quo. 'Troubling Times', when social 
anxiety is-widespread but fails to find an organised 
public or political expression, give rise to the 
displacement of social anxiety onto a convenient scapegoat .
(Hall and Jefferson, p..71)
Certainly those sections of the cormunity committed to the increase cf 
militarism are facing a challenge, but although it is coning from 'organised; 
public expression* the situation is not allowed to rest there. The 
'organised expression' (CND) itself becomes the recipient of displaced 
social anxiety - because of its 'youthfulness' it becomes a very 
convenient scapegoat.
This reaction to the growing support for the anti-nuclear movement could 
equally fit Cohen's definition of a 'moral panic';
A condition, episode, person or group of persons 
emerges to be defined as a threat to societal values 
and interests; its nature is presented in a. stylised 
.and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the 
moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, .
'• politicians and other right-thinking people; socially 
accredited experts pronounce their diagnosis and r
solutions.
(Cohen, p. 9)
Certainly, very stylised images of the marchers were given. The diversity 
of the groups was stated in print, but the visual images were overwhelmingly 
those of the young. The pictures chosen were those depicting ‘youthful' 
activity. The host flamboyant outfits were chosen, the most colourful 
banners, dhd the best examples of chanting were found (notably on the BBC 
news bulletins the anarchist heckling was increased during the shot of Foot's 
speech - the action cf a very small minority was taken as typical).
The moral barricades were manned (sic) by the 'experts', pronouncing their 
verdicts on the march and the possible consequences (such as ever: starting 
a warl). Equal opportunity was not given to spokespersons from the 
organisers or the marchers themselves.
At the best the older generation was seen as misled - carried away by an 
infantile euphoria; at worst they were seen as opportunists, manipulating 
the young for their own aims:
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150,000 gathered in Hyde Park will do little 
harm...provided the responsible politicians 
remain cool and leave it to the mob to get ex­
cited... 3ut when such gatherings happen in 
many European cities the politicians begin to 
think in terms of votes and start thinking about 
the 'spirit of the age '.
(Daily Hail, 26.10.81, p.6)
There is no absolute way of guaranteeing any one 'preferred' reading: as one 
example shows, a painted face can be an indicator of enthusiasm and festivity, 
or used to indicate the trivial show of it all. Yet it would perhaps be more 
helpful if CND itself was not so divisive in its use of categorisations. Youth 
is helpful as an indicator of the movement's gro\/ing support, of it being a cont­
inuum and not a motley band of 'old faithfuls'. Yet too much emphasis on youth 
as an undifferentiated macs can aid representations of the event as marginal 
and therefore unimportant, while also undermining one of the great strengths of 
CND - its ability to unite all ages. Young people do not exist in a vacuum - 
they are members of sub-cultures, political organisations, different religions, 
trade unions, the unemployed, ethnic minorities etc. - they are part of society 
on many levels. In being so, they are also struggling on different levels.
Their struggle for the future - their future - cannot be complete solely with 
the banning of nuclear weapons. It is a particular kind of future which is 
required and which must be fought for.
While we have concentrated primarily on the media reports of the demonstration 
itself, it is not sufficient in this case to limit the investigation to stich a 
short time span. There are other informative and influential sources which 
operate before and after the demonstration which have a significant bearing on 
attitudes and reactions. What follows is, in many respects, a diversion, but 
an important one if vie are to view youth not as a single undifferentiated category 
(divorced from the whole process of socialisation into male and female categories 
of 'behaviour' and 'interests'), and to see how the adoption of certain musical 
forms can aid or hinder the popularity of CND. Music is, however, only one of 
the media specifically directed at youth. This section of the report concludes, 
therefore, with a short note on comics and magazines.
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Music - the Anti-Nuclear Industry
I'm the man in grey
I'ei just the man at C & A
And I don*t have a say
In the war games that they play.
' (Kan at C&A, The Specials,
• • Two Tone, 1930*9
Amid the tumultuous onslaught voices ring out desperately warning of an imminent 
nuclear attack: the war games have started again. So has the music. The past
few years have witnessed the re-emergence of the subject of nuclear war into the 
'popular' music circuit. Many groups and individual musicians have pretested 
their way, if not into the charts, then certainly into public recognition.
On this demonstration, and at previous events, music was a major attraction - 
the more popular the band, the larger the expected audience. As with the 
speakers, a 'big name' is a crowd puller.. On the October Rally special areas 
were designated for music - a stage was erected on the Embankment, where live 
music entertained the assembled crowd before the march began, and singers were 
allowed to perform (though v/ithout amplification) on the main platform in Hyde 
Park before the speeches.
The CND press releases of 21.9.81 (in particular those referring to student 
organisations) reaffirmed the organisers' wish for:
... a Rally and People's Festival, starting at 12 
noon. From then on until the speeches begin around 
3.30 p.m. is Festival Time - a time for music of all 
kinds, for steel, folk and jass groups ... community 
singing and the lot...
That prediction certainly came true. All along the march there was a great 
variety of musical acts, bands, religious hymn singing and slogan chanting.
The music was something the crowd could enthusiastically join in, creating an 
overwhelming sense of unity, of belonging to a whole movement, or merely stand 
back and enjoy. As the children of Aldermaston marched to the protest songs 
of Bob Dylan, Joan Baez and Pete Seeger, so the London marchers stepped out 
to the music of the '80s. T'ihile the organisers of the '60s and the '80s
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claimed a festival atmosphere, there remain narked differences in music and 
activity.
Although teenagers made up by no means the bulk of the 
marchers, as the square press consistently claimed 
they did, they nevertheless made each march into a 
carnival of optimism. ... beatniks ... appeared from 
nowhere in their grime and tatters with their slogan 
daubed crasy hats and streaming filthy hair, hammer­
ing their banjos, strumming aggressively on their 
guitars, blowing their antiquated cornets and sousa- 
phones ... Protest was associated with festivity. There 
was a few feeling of licence granted by the obvious 
humanitarian attitude of the ravers themselves.
(Nuttall, p.t-7) .
The craay antics and the 'folk optimism' of Vie Shall Overcome and The Times They 
are A-Changin 8 changed with the passage cf tine. When the times did not change 
and the threat of nuclear war was not overcome, the feelings expressed became 
those of confusion, frustration at the powerlessness, disillusionment and a growing 
resentment at the situation people found themselves in.
Go Nuclear the Cowboy told me 
And who am I to disagree ...
(The Lunatics Have Taken Over the Asylum, 
The Fun Boy Three, Chrysalis, 198l)
The Lyrics of this song link quite interestingly ’with an article appearing 
in The Sun, in which Jon Akass argues that even in the 'old days' CND lacked 
plausible villians.
Nobody in their right minds wanted to drop the bomb, 
and so it was necessary to invent a view of the world 
ruled by (malevolent)lunatics.
(P.6.10.81, p.6)
But if the lunatics were in control of the world, then that world was an 
asylum. Only the insane would alloy/ such a situation to continue; only 
lunatics would make preparations for the end of that wqrld. The use of the 
'cowboy' metaphor is only too clear ~ the Hollywood hero is acting again in the 
most important role of his life. Acting is one of the most important roles in 
the history of the world. The caricature of the 'trigger-happy' cowboy accounts 
greatly for the revival of the movement.
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However,, the change in the expression of feelings mentioned above did not signal 
pessimism instead of optimism. The growing resentment of the situation is being 
channelled into a wish to say ‘No1-, not into apathy.
They never asked us if we -want a war 
Who do they think they're talking for,
Cos we never get no say,
They have to do it ail their way.
Oh, we want no more of that,
You can't push us under the mat.
Oh, we want no more of that ...
(No More of That, Stiff Little Fingers, 
Chrysalis, 1931)
Yet we would not like to suggest that the gap between the tiro decades was as 
vride as it might seem. Obviously certain 'anthems' are perennial as rallying 
calls. Some of the strongest examples of this are from the works of John Lennon. 
His untimely death in 1980 (ironically) aided the Peace Movement and brought to 
the fore many of the feelings expressed by anti-nuclear supporters. His songs 
were played relentlessly on the more popular radio stations, Imagine and Give 
Peace a Chance we re re-released in the hope of ' cashing--in' on the wave of pub­
licity surrounding the death of one who was being hailed as almost a saint. It 
is this uneasy relationship between the musicians themselves and the whole 
process of record production, distribution and broadcasting that has been a 
focus in many studies of the music industry. The music business, like any other, 
is primarily an industry governed by the motive of profit. In his book One for 
the Money Dave Harker details the history of the record industry and the im­ *•
plications of having ownership of not only production and distribution, but also 
many shares in the various leisure industries concentrated in very few hands.
This concentration of ownership places a great deal bf power in the record 
companies - in the decisions of what is produced , given ,'air-time',and what is
• 'j . ' ' 'allowed to sell. It is argued that the need for profit leads to an over­
concentration on 'successful' formulae, on tried and tested formats and singers, 
so stifling any radical change or creativity. A consensus in music is created - 
a 'safe' formula which allows the industry to function profitably with little in 
the way of challenge or criticien. Any pockets of resistance which appear can 
be effectively dealt 'with by the refusal of a recording contract or, './here 
distribution outlets are controlled, by the refusal to play that particular 
record.
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This policy can bs seen as reasonably effective as most public knowledge of 
music will come from the radio, television, or the tracks played in the record
. ; : f '• Ti V- _shops themselves. Hence any 'ban' -./ill curtail the number of people hearing 
the record and subsequently buying it, and favour the more available 'popular' 
offerings.
This description is obviously simplified a great deal, but serves to indicate 
a general tendency for 'alternative music' to become absorbed and 'naturalised'
- a  form of containment within the norm - or excluded from the legitimate circuit, 
left to struggle for survival and recognition. It is interesting how people tend 
to overlook or choose to ignore such 'tendencies':
Rock music is 'product', 'business' and so on. It 
is so obviously the case that we tend to forget.
Our favourite musicians and singers are, of course 
immune to the debilitating effects of commerce.
They can see through the exploitative system, even 
ridicule it in their work. There are, after all, 
some 'free' areas within the music industry. Or so 
we like to think ...we will do well to note how 
little freedom from the profit motive, from mon­
opolising tendencies, and from cultural expropri- 
at ion even the most radical-seeming institutions 
have won.
(Harker, p.105)
Hence music can only be a restricted form of resistance. Songs may be produced 
condemning nuclear war and the arms race', yet those critical musicians have no 
control on how the profits of their labours are spent:
He found out, and it wasn't for years that we did, 
that all the bread we made for Decca was going into 
making little black boxes that go into American 
. Air Force bombers to bomb ... North Vietnam ... You 
find out you've helped kill God knows how many 
people without even knowing it.
(Keith Richard in Harker, p.10^)
Nevertheless the great influence of music, especially on the lives of the young, 
cannot be ignored. Music can be, and is, used constructively in the formation■ . . .  . ; ii • " * ; - : *
of particular groupings and sub-cultures to:
6il
... develop distinct patterns of life, and give 
expressive form to their social and material life 
o . . the way ... in which groups ’handle' the raw 
material of their social and material existence «.
'(Hall and Jefferson, p.10)
Through the appropriation of a particular form of music or recording artist, 
and other cultural artifacts (such as clothing and literature), a new sense of 
personal and social identity can be expressed and experience!. "Familiar fronts 
can be reworked by the group and imbued with another meaning, a symbol, a 
secondary level of signification. All these forms of egression and activity 
are still part of the mainstream culture, yet can be used to subvert those 
dominant codes and beliefs.
In such a process music plays a fundamental role.
In one sense ... pop music is essentially part of 
the mainstream society, for capitalist ethics control 
the record industry as much as any other. But the 
ideas expressed through pop songh may be potentially 
and actually subversive of the established order, 
and there can be little doubt thpt it is in pep 
music, rather than in political or religious lit­
erature, that the values of the emerging youth 
culture are expressed.
(Leech, p.6)
Not only is there a challenge existing within the established framework. The 
past few years have witnessed the growth of more commerical local radio stations, 
and the re-emergence of ’priate’ radio. More independent record labels are 
being formed, some by individual groups themselves, such as ’Two-Tone,1 or in 
the form of a locally based press. Not only dees this constitute a challenge 
to the existing large companies, but a breaking of their monopoly. Similarly 
with distribution. More cheaply produced alternative singles are being advertised 
and sold through the more ’progressive’ record shops, or changing hands through 
youth clubs or organisations.
More importantly, perhaps, is the move from recorded to ’live’ music a s  of 
primary importance to bands. Alongside overcoming the initial problems assoc­
iated with making a record, this move allows greater access to a larger section 
of the community. There has been an upsurge of new bands playing (largely with­
out profit) in local pubs, clubs, discos, student unions and on protest rallies/
6marches. Many of the musicians themselves are still at school or unemployed.
The cost or hire of equipment is (relatively) cheap and the satisfaction and 
enjoyment immediate. A sense of belonging to a group of people who can, 
through the words of their songs, voice their own opinions, tell of their 
own experiences and advocate their own strategies without the limitations 
of the recording contract is very strong.
This increase in participation is probably one of the most significant develop­
ments for CND. It is a resource which should be used to its fullest advantage. 
Along with unemployment, boredom, lack of money and facilities and emotional 
problems, the threat of nuclear v/ar and concern about the future feature 
strongly in the lyrics of this new generation of songwriters.
Little Boys - Little Girls
Little boys are given little soldiers to play with, 
little toy soldiers, little wars, little corpses.
Little girls are given little people to play with, 
little dollies to nurse, little wounds, little bandages, 
little corpses.
The above quotation comes from an anarchist leaflet handed out to people on 
the march - highlighting the progression of the child into adulthood: chanelled
through very rigid gender specific categories of behaviour and belief.
Men are taught to destroy their fellow men, and women 
are taught to patch up this tattered reality, taught to 
patch up this destructive reality and produce more raw 
material (children) for it ...
Even a brief encounter with children's magazines and comics immediately reveals 
a sharp demarcation between the sexes in both form and content. Excluding the 
•humorous' comics, such as Beano and Dandy, which are more sexually ambivalent, 
a rough inventory of male/female roles and interests can be drawn.
Girls Comics
Younger age range: beginning to read to 8 years.
1) Names generally associated with those of a girl, eg. Twinkle,
Jack and Jill.
ii) Recurrent themes: - helping others (via shopping, housework)
- acting as 'nurse' to injured toys or friends, 
or in a 'pretend' hospital scene alongside
'Dr. David*
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8 - 1 3  years
i) Names continue to be those of a girl, eg. Bunty, Mandy, Debbie.
ii) Recurrent themes: - strong emphasis on sporting events and ballet,
though general lack of other physical activity
- trying to 'right wrongs', and aid the less 
fortunate (fighting emotional battles)
- rediscovering lost family or relatives
- emphasis on the personality (worthiness) of 
the heroine
iii) Location: - home, family, school (immediate social loc­
ation)
- past and present
- less 'fantastic' settings in the future
Boys Comics
Age range more difficult to discern: approx. 8 - 14 years.
Names generally taken from action or qualities, eg. Valiant,
Eagle, Shoot, Hotspur.
Recurrent themes: - action and adventure, physical feats perform
ed against all odds, battle, struggle
- stress on skill and ingenuity
- comradeship and competition
- absence of family ties (free agents)
iii) Location: - past, present or future (cowboys, dashing
cavaliers, soldiers, football stars, spacemen)
- Interestingly, these 'heroes' are noticeably 
much older than the intended audience, vtfiereas 
the 'heroines' are more closely identifiable 
with the girls' own age group.
The female doll (baby) and 'best friend' are counterpcsed to the gun and the 
'comrade-in-arms'. Little girls and little boys are as different as 'Cindy' and 
'Action Man'.
i)
ii)
This duality can be further demonstrated via teenage magazines, though more 
problematically, as although a plethora of female artifacts exist (centred 
almost wholly around romance), a male equivalent is difficult to identify (con­
tenders being specialised sports and hobbies magazines, the music press, and
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continued reading of adventure strip comics, especially science fiction magazines, 
eg» ?000 AD). Previous,research on this topic ° provides useful information, 
for future discussion, on the creation of male and female stereotypes ofmasc- 
ulinity and femininity, and their role in the socialisation process of the 
adolescent.
However, the point to be made here is the pointed absence of issues pertinent 
to CND and the whole 'arms debate', in favour of particular constructed 'realities'.
3o Class
There are few direct references to class/class relations in the national media's 
coverage of the October CND march. But their virtual absence from the coverage 
in explicit terms does not affect their importance to CND, both in terras of how 
CND sees its future and how the movement is conceptualised and constructed by,
* •"* *• • ' \ v
the media. Areas of import since include CND and- its relation to class,, and the 
relation of the national press to class and the effects of this relation on 
the coverage of CND and the October march in particular. ,
CND and ClaS3 m  • . • ....
Taylor and Pritchard cite a comment by Stuart Hall in their book The Protest 
Makers (1980: 118) that CND was "bisarrely unprepared" for the success of
the TGWU unilateralist resolution at the labour Party Conference in i960. CND 
was seen as letting slip the opportunity of consolidating this major breakthrough 
because of its failure to forge links with the Labour Movement, with the result 
that the resolution was defeated at the conference the following year.
This could serve as a note of warning. The decision of the 1931 Labour Party 
Conference on unilateralism can obviously be seen as a tactical victory for 
CND. 3ut, in view of what happened 20 years ago, Bruce Kent '3 comment the week 
before the. march seems rather worrying:
V I don't think we have any tactic? yet. We haven't
had time. The revival caught us as much by surprise
as anyone else. . ■ .
(The Sunday Times, 25.10.81 P«3)
It would also seem unwise:to depend too -heavily on the 1961 conference 'commitment' 
on unilateralism^ The~Labour leader, Michael Foot, was himself careful with his 
words at the rally, with little policy commitment:
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Mien we get a,new Labour government ue will
translate these measures of nuclear disarmament 
into practical action* Only by disarmament car we 
properly protect our people.
(The Sunday Times, 25.10.8l, p.l)
According to Taylor and Pritchard (1930: 116), the British Labour Movement 
has often shown a critical attitude to single-issue campaigns, ouch as those 
on capital punishment and abortion. In their view, the crucial point is a 
neglect of economic concerns seen in such campaigns:
Because the Movement in the UX ’./as one of middle-class 
radicalism par excellence and was therefore largely 
unconcerned with basic economic issues of jobs, invest­
ment alternatives and so on, it failed to make the crucial 
breakthrough to the working class.
(Taylor and Pritchard, p.l40)
Leaving aside their comments on 'middle-class radicalism* until later, it 
. . . ‘ . r 'is worth examining their comments on the Labour Movement, the working—class 
and concern over economic issues.
It may be that the Labour Movement (Parliamentary Labour Party and trade 
unions) is wary of issues unconnected with economic questions (although even 
this seems an oversimplification). In the Morning Star at the time of the 
march there were frequent references to a need to link the fight over nuclear 
weapons to other, economic, issues.
Here, for example, is Gordon McLennan:
... Mrs Thatcher could be forced into an election
next year, by a combination of the mighty movement
for disarmament seen in Saturday's gigantic demo,
by the B.L. workers' struggle ... and by the solidarity .
of workers in defence of each other's jobs and in
supporting each other's wage claims.
(Morning Star, P,6.10.31, p.3)
(It should be noted here that he did continue to include the struggle against 
racism and for women's rights.) Similarly, the Diners' leader, hack McGahey, 
stated:
It is trades unionists above all who must fight 
the obscenity of £12 billion spent on nuclear 
weapons and destruction, while four million who 
could produce usfeful and needed goods end services 
are deprived of the right to work.
(Morning Star, op. cit)
It is also significant that some trade unionists had refused to affiliate with 
CND because of what they saw as a lack of concern and strategy in the movement, 
about job-related issues. Reports concerning the refusal of The Civil and 
^hlic Services Association to affiliate stated that:
A r n / a w w  *-- —
So it does seer, that it is not only a question of ‘jobs rot bombs’, 
but of allaying the fears of many workers about possible job losses:
’What jobs without bombs?'
But it seems too neat to suggest thet the working-class is interested in 
nothing unless it is linked to jobs. Jobs are not the only deep concern 
of people. They have other desires, not the least of which could reasonably 
be expected to be_a des_re to avoid incineration/death from radiation. To set 
up a mechanistic-view of workers as only interested in jobs (and money) is to 
accept media stereotypes.
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One further point connected with the quote above can be mentioned here.
As will be shown in the next section, the media can be seer, as intent on 
marginalising CUD as 'radical raiddle-clas3' and full of ‘trendies’ for 
reasons of their own. This may have unfortunate repercussions on CUD as far 
as working-class support is concerned. As Taylor and Pritchard states
However much this may have been a caricature of 
the Movement, it was a psychological barrier between 
the working class and the Movement, and one which was, 
and is, continually reinforced by a hostile media 
(emphasis added).
(Taylor and Pritchard, p. llo)
The Media and Class
There are two aspects of the media's representations of CUD by means of class 
connotations that we can mention here. The first concerns the effect on 
CND of a media construction of a 'National Interest', and the second relates 
to the marginalisation of Cl©, in the popular press in particular, by depictirg 
it as 'trendy, middle-class radicalism'.
The former refers to the way CND as a protest movement is seen as a danger
to the 'National Interest' by providing a site for 'extremists* bent on
class warfare. According to The Daily Telegraph editorial:
The three main streams (of CND) are those generated
and mobilised by political class warfare, by religious elements
and by other activists using moral arguments. The class-
warfare element is most influential behind the scenes and most
widespread in day-to-day activities owing to the whole
range of party political and trade union organisations at
its disposal. .
(26.10.81, p.16)
We should note here that a reader does not come across an event ‘cold*. In 
this connection, a whole range of images concerning class warfare, ti’ade 
unions and party political organisations was constructed before the issue in 
which the editorial quoted above appears. In the same way, the connection of 
CND to 'the international Communist movement' (Daily Mail, 26,10.51, p.) and 
the 'Communists and the Trots' (The Sun), connects the movement to 'militants 
and extremists' previously defined in other issues of the papers as threatenirp 
the 'National Interest'.
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The second aspect was the attempt to underplay the mass movwuent character 
of the event by marginalising it as middle-class - radical middle—class, 
with images cf ’trendy1 middle-class youth 'letting their hair down1 in a 
march which was seen as almost having the air of a pop-festival. ClFD's own 
insistence that it wanted a joyful event could be seer, as leaving itself 
open to this media construction. The media' 3 depiction of the composition of 
the marchers also added to the marginalisation, emphasising that the marchers 
v/ere somehow.'weak' middle-class, as with;
Many of those who surged to Hyde Park or; Saturday 
were actual or potential SDP voters.
Among such people, the same kind of well-meaning 
trendiness makes them want to ban the bomb and 
love Shirley Williams,
(Daily Mail, 26,10.81, p.6}
This portrayal of CND as a primarily middle-class movement oust be taken 
together with the other ways in which the popular press attempted to .
marginalise the demonstration - as youthful or naive, for example. The 
problems posed for CND itself are fundamental: they go further than changing 
the movement's image. They concern its class character and the difficulties 
of constructing a cross-class appeal.
4, CND ■■ A IJhiter than White Issue ■ i. • ; . . ,
Of all the themes discussed, race was the most submerged, It appears 
almost totally absent. Yet, once again, if we pinpoint the racial content 
of elements in the debate, we can see that it i3 structured in. a particular 
way, A popular device was the use of lists of categories of people, 
organisations or constituencies, of an apparently mutually exclusive kind:
“ There v/ere punks and grey-haired nuns, toddlers and 
children in prams, trade unionists, and young women 
with painted faces. There were poets against the bomb, 
scientists against nuclear arms, teachers for peace, 
and women for life on earth,
(The Observer, 2^,10.31, p. i)
Where race appears in these lists, which is rarely, it is separated off 
from the rest of the official organisations: .
It was a day for all ages, races and creeds, a day 
for trades unionists, Christians, . Communists, and 
Labour Party supporters. -- - 1
(Horning Star, 2.6.10. 1, ?•!)
Not only were the demonstrators seen primarily as white. The main speakers 
reported were Tony Benn, Michael Foot, E.P, Thompson and Ferrer Srockvray, 
with only passing references to the German officer and the niroemma victim. 
Any 'fringe' racial groups were reported, as in the Sunday Fxpres^, -rom
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'Land Rights for Aborigines' became yet another amusing 'cv-irk* of the 
festive occacion. Any serious aspects of the statement becone gubmerced 
by its amusement value - it becomes yet another 'tag', y e t  another ’cause' to 
put on a trendy alternative badge.
One does not have to go back very far to recall very different images 
of racial minorities in this country. In the reportage of the 19ol Riots, 
in Brixton, Toxteth and Moss Side, black (youth) was in definite opposition 
to white (police/authority/society). The harmony of a r.raltl_rGCial society 
was broken by a disruptive black element. Because of thin asoociation between 
riotous demonstration and blackness in our society, no demonstration can 
avoid potential connections with race related issues. Indeed, as has been 
argued elsewhere, race is one of the main forms through which the contemporary 
crises in British society are experienced. In this case, CRB's peaceful 
demonstration could, potentially, be mobilised against the collective actions 
of black people. If, on the other hand, CNB resorts to direct action it must 
expect to be connected negatively to black struggles,
A similar set of connections can be established between terrorism, race and 
the nuclear issue. "We have already noted the importance given to the story 
of Sir Steuart Pringle on the day of the CND demonstration, .Two further points 
can be made here. First, terrorism is seen as an external or alien force 
intruding on the British domestic scene. Even the IRA is often portrayed in 
this way. Very often, however, the portrayal of terrorism involves a specifi­
cally racial dimension: the source of the threat is the Third World, especially 
Iran, Palestine or Libya. Secondly, it appears worse for one nan (in this 
case) to be attacked by a terrorist bomb - more horrific, more inhumane - 
than the obliteration of millions, and the injuring of nary thousands mere, 
by a neutron, bomb. Violence on the domestic front is more abhorred than the 
many wars which the Western countries have directly or indirectly engaged 
in, or those that they envisage in the future.
The debate is racially framed in other ways. It is overwhelmingly concerned 
with relations between the U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and Europe. We’ve already noted 
the fiction of 'no war' since 1945- We might also note the dread of 
'proliferation', which almost always implies the insanity of third-world 
leaders or the instability of non-white regimes. These are seen as lacking 
a planned strategy of defence of their own, certainly one independent of 
super-power interests and calculation.
Against all this, we are struck by the positive potential of CUD in relation 
to race. CUD is an issue and a movement which unites - it is not-a collection
of a feu narginal political groupings, or young people with 'nothing better 
to do', but a great signifying force of the strength of belief being able to 
overcome racial prejudice. With many multi-racial groups, like 'The Beat' 
and 'The Specials', declaring their support for CWD's policies in verbal 
statements or through the lyrics of their songs, there enisle a concrete 
base on which to express the movement's "Cohesiveness -people uniting in a ■
common cause, people uniting in racial harmony. The stressing of any such 
examples of this unity of peoples, whatever colour or religion, can only be 
beneficial.
Imagine there's no country,
It isn't hard to do.
Nothing to kill or die for,
And no religion too.
Imagine all the people,
Living life in peace ...
You may say I'm a dreamer,
But I'm not the only one.
I hope some day you will join us,
Asid the world will be as one ...
Imagine no possessions,
I wonder if you can.
Ho need for greed or hunger,
A brotherhood of man.
Imagine all the people,
Sharing all the world ...
You nay say I'm a dreamer,
But I'm not the only one.
I hope some day you will join us,
And the world will live as one ...
(Imagine, John I onnor.)
It is in the latter verse of the quote that another important issue comes 
to light - that of greed and hunger, the gaping divide between the West and 
the Third World. While enormous emphasis is placed on the amount of money 
being spent on increasing armaments by the U.S.A., Britain and the U.S.S.R., 
any forceful comparison with the limited resources devoted to aiding develop­
ment of the Third World is pointedly lacking. As with the argument stated 
earlier, in relation to the growth of unemployment and the decline of the we1- 
fare services, a mere call for less expenditure in one particular area 
(arms) becomes an empty cry without reasoned qualification. Such tremendous 
financial resources, if successfully curtailed, must be directed to more 
beneficial uses - to be spent on improving the standard and quality of 
life, not only at home, but in aiding other countries of the world. The 
Morning Star remarked that it was the 93-year-old veteran peace campaigner, 
Fenner Brcckway, who best set the tone of the afternoon:
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This is something even bigger than the end of 
nuclear weapons ... I/e have heard of Socialism 
with a net/ face. This is a movement for a world 
with a new face., to establish human rights every­
where and end poverty for 800m people cn the verge 
of starvation. '
(26.10.Ol, p.l)
It is a pity more people did not hear him.
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In our contacts with several local CND groups we have met the belief that 
the media coverage of the October Demonstration was gratifying!;/ successful. 
Often this took the form of an immediate pleasure, Mary supporters of the 
movement were pleased, rather in the spirit of 'Did you see me on the telly?', 
at the sheer visibility of the movement. There are, perhaps, two dimensions 
of this pleasure: an exhilaration at apparent success, often a product of 
actual participation; and a belief that visibility in itself cannot be put 
success within our grasp, signalling, perhaps, a radical change in public 
opinion. Certainly this is one set of real effects, one possible reading.
Any mass movement must depend, in ways noted in our introduction, upon 
visibility and publicity. This is an elementary condition for increasing 
support. In such circumstances, any coverage is better than none.
We have also argued, however, that there are limits to any purely 'quantita­
tive' view of this kind. The 'quality' of the coverage also matters. The 
question is how v/e can assess these qualitative aspects.
Throughout this report, we have treated such qualitative questions less as 
a matter of bias and more as a construction of what we have called 'traps' 
and 'openings'. By 'traps' we mean ways of representing the movement which, 
in our opinion, work to counteract CND's own aims. These are 'traps' because 
they are easily fallen into, hard to escape from, and not always easy to detect. 
By 'openings' v/e mean possibilities which exist in the relevant fields of 
debate for overcoming such obstacles, seizing initiatives of argument, or 
circumventing or deconstructing the arguments of opponents. In what follows ' 
we summarise our findings in these terms.
Openings and traps exist on two main levels: in terms of the arguments and 
themes of the debate itself and in terms of the organisation of media 
production. We shall concentrate mainly on the first level - since our own 
competence as students of culture mainly lies there, but v/e end with some 
points about the second. ‘ ;
Traps and Openings: The Debate , ....
The Defence/Deterrence Trap
This seems to us the most important of the conservative arguments and 
therefore CMD's biggest pitfall. The paradigm statement is that 'Nato is the 
best peace movement'. Here the ground is shifted from 'peace' (with its 
dangerous combination of popular and utopian elements) to 'defence', as 
the only means to (a limited) peace. It is only by deterring the aggressor
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that peace is secured for the nation, in concert with the international 
military allies of the West. Nor is this the end of paradoxes: if the military 
secures peace, peaceful demonstrations risk war. In practice this means constant 
military vigilance, escalating weaponry, and an escalating argument, too.
CNDers are seen to threaten the military preparedness of the West. Objectively, 
if not by intention, they undermine the will to defend o vfG sna 11 see, this
is easily extended to the next argument - which we call the 'Red Trap'. But 
what is it that we defend? Not merely peace, but the British (or American) 
way of life, especially its unique freedoms. The U.S.3.R., by contrast, 
represents the denial of all freedoms and the permanent threat of communist 
world domination. Thosewho are oblivious to all this must be either naive or 
subversive. Unilateralism is particularly vulnerable or. this score.
Our analysis suggests that it is ineffective to respond by attempting to 
return the argument to the moral absolute of 'peace'. . Better openings are 
offered by the contradictions in the conservative case or by the uncovering 
of the often hidden premises on which the whole deterrence argument ultimately 
rests. The contradictions are many. There is a central moral contradiction: 
the justification of brutal mean.3 (preparation for war) by desired ends 
(peace as the absence of war). The chief strategic contradiction is the dis­
proportionate vulnerability of European populations in an alliance of Western 
states. The chief tactical contradiction lies in the current propensity of 
American leaders to blow the gaffe aboutthe possibility of a limited nuclear 
war in Europe. There is plenty of scope here for CND, especially in these 
questions: what kind of peace is 'guaranteed' by the preparation for war. Is 
sach a state, indeed, really peaceful? Whose peace is secured? But we 
believe that the most promising openings lie in questioning the preraise on 
which the whole defence/deterrence argument rests. It rests on a particular 
representation of the post-war international 'settlement* and of Britairfs 
place in a network of alliances. In this representation the cold war becomes 
perma-frost. The existing map of alliances, the way the world is divided, 
strategically and ideologically, is frozen, hard, immovable, unchangeable, 
eternal. Vie enter a solid state, without history, which stopped a.t the point 
where Sir Winston Churchill identified the Soviet Union as the new enemy, and 
the United States as the dominant power within 'the English-speaking people'. 
Britain's loss of an imperial role further solidified this set of national 
identifications. An historically specific situation and sot of partisan! 
strategies comes to be represented, therefore, as a permanent 'fact of life', 
to which we must simply adjust. > ‘
Against this it seems to us that CND (and espet.ially END) stands for. a more 
properly historical appraisal of developments within and between states.
This points to a radical redrawing of the map of international alliances and 
identifications in which the European dimensions are of great (but not exclu­
sive) importance. We cannot enter this extensive debate here, except to note 
that this line of argument radically undercuts all the most confident conserva­
tive presumptions. .
The Red Trap
Given the existence of an allegedly implacable external foe deterred only 
by a nuclear arsenal, CND can easily be identified as any enemy sympathiser.
The rigid and bureaucratic statism of the Soviet Union is easily transformed 
into images of an incursive international cotxarnisos, This *communism1 (despite 
its evident creakiness) is then corinotatively connected to all forms of 
terrorism or subversion whose particular genealogies are neglected. All 
riots and demonstrations are organised by communists. The whole spectrum of 
oppositional activities, from peace camps to IRA. bombs, are orchestrated, of 
course, by dedicated left-wing activists. CND is just one of those many 
well-meaning but naive organisations used by the Reds. Furthermore, in its 
demonstrations CUD is equated with all those who engage ir. •unlawful1 activities 
on the streets - rioters, muggers, pickets. It is made to represent, in this 
way too, a threat to law and order,, parliamentary democracy and an unstable, 
internal ‘peace*. Respectable citizens stay quietly in their private houses 
(locking their children in there, too), exercising their democratic rights 
at five-yearly intervals through the ballot box. They, too, must *sit it 
out, my dear*. Only communists, extremists or ’politically-motivated* persons 
attend meetings in public places, leaflet, demonstrate, or use their rights of 
public speech or assembly. If the U.S.S.R. is the enemy without, 4hen, the 
Reds are the enemy -within.
There are, in our view, two main ways out of this trap. The first is to take 
the offensive in the practical battle over liberties. It is important to 
concentrate on the substantive infringements of liberties entailed by an 
increasingly militarised state, drawing on both working-class traditions of
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solidarity and the liberal demand for individual rights. Even the present 
government is sensitive to contradictions which may arise when non—violent 
peace-marchers face the forces of police, army and the nuclear state. The 
new version of the Hone Guard, experimentally deployed close to named sites 
for the Cruise missiles, is the most obvious resporise to fears of such a 
coming confrontation. But involved here is the whole paraphernalia of 
surveillance, policing and authoritarianism which, as much recent commentary has 
stressed, lias become characteristic of British state forms in the 1970s and 
1980s. CND is centrally involved, in the necessary exercise of its own 
democratic rights, in the more general struggle.
There is a further dimension to the issue similar, in form, to our argument 
about deterrence. Just as international alliances are held tc have ossified 
in the post-war period, so there has been a freezing-over of the internal 
political system, too. British parliamentary democracy is a completed and 
perfect system ho longer capeble, it seems, of further historical development. 
Yet as a movement of the people against the centres of power, CUD more than 
any other organisation, represents the desire of a deepening or extension of 
democratic practices at a time of considerable disillusionment with politicians 
and with formal political routines. We consider this one of our most inportart 
arguments, for the terms of conservative rhetoric are actually here reversed 
and in ways which, in our view, have immense political potential. Once again 
CND is necessarily involved in considering the implications, of its o\ra acts 
and arguments. .
The Class Trap ,
The traps of class, gender, youth and race operate differently from those 
examined so far. They depend less on explicit arguments, more upon implicit 
associations, identifications and oppositions. They also work differently 
depending which social group is the subject of a news story and which is 
constituted as its audience.
The class trap depends upon establishing the middle-class character of CND as 
a movement, therefore,for working-class people, its minority or ’fringe' statis. 
This is the characteristic move of the popular Conservative press. In itself 
this distances CUD from a potential working-class membership, essential for 
its success as a mass movement. But the trap works best when the 'class-ness' 
of CND is connected to other popular representations of its character - its 
lack of realism or practical common-sense, its somewhat leisurely celebration 
of dissent, its heterogeneity (those random lists of persons and organisations), 
its general airy—fairiness. In all these interlocking ways, wcrid.no—class
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viewers and readers are invited to see CND as 1 them1 and not ‘us1*
It must be admitted that CND often fails for this ore. Its appeal is 
characteristically ’humanist’ in the sense that the struggle for survival 
for the whole human race obscures the force of social divisions and relations. 
There i_s a problem about CND's largely middle-class character and its 
tendency to subordinate everyday considerations to large moral imperatives 
and grandiose aims. One particular feature here is the tendency to neglect 
the real economic stake of many working-class (and middle-class) people in 
the design and production of weaponry, the problem of breaking into the 
circuit of the arms race and of economic dependence on the armaments 
industries.
Yet there are real openings here too. It is important to raise, in concert 
with CND's main arguments, the issue of the social use value of economic 
production and the possible shape and forms of production for peace.
There are connections to be made with parallel debates about socially-useful 
products - those initiated by, for example, the Lucas Aerospace shop-stewards 
combine. It is hard to imagine a more ultimately wasteful form of production 
than the capitalist production of military armaments. Similarly, since 
large amounts of public money are involved, CND can make its own interventions 
in the debates about public expenditure and the social wage.
It is in CND's own interests to be fully conscious of its relations to a 
politics of class. One of the most sincerely hoped-for outcomes of Conservative 
politics is the deepening of oppositions between a radical but marginalised 
middle-class movement and a conservative working-class. Preventing this is not 
a matter of some purely external relation to ’the Labour Movement*. CMC needs 
to speak directly to working-class people, too. It also needs to listen very 
hard - to its own working-class membership. . .
The Gender Trap l-
Here again a close, if connotative, connection is made between CND and a 
particular social group - in this case women. CND is connotatively feminine. 
This identification, however, works very differently for men and for women 
and for those within and outside the movement.
For women inside the movement, CND1s femininity is a particular source of 
strength, especially when allied to a feminism. The movement too draws great 
internal strength from this association. For many women CITD provides a form 
of politics in which the issues of nersonal life can be given a public force 
and platform, Fov m.en, especially for men influenced by feminism, CTTD may
provide a sore open context where a new political relationship with women may 
be developed, outside the very isasculinist styles of orthodox political parties , 
including those of the Left,
For men outside the movement and for women untouched by a feminist self­
assertion the connotatively feminine character of CND nay further marginalise 
the movement as 'serious politics'. As we have argued in detail, this gender 
structuring of the debate is pervasive, especially in the language of 
deterrence.
Insofar as CUB uses this feature, which often remains profoundly unconscious, 
especially for men, it is necessarily involved in an over-arching politics of 
gender. It must in fact be in the business of helping to bred: some of the 
moot powerful stereotypes in our society, especially the persistent and oppressive 
division of public issues from personal experiences.
' ' ' i
The Youth Trap
As we have seen, the theme of CND youthfulness may also serve to marginalise 
the movement. The more innocuous connotations are;, at the present, the more 
usual; a festive frivolity, naivety, innocence led by ageing denagogery.
CND itself has sometimes laid this trap for itself, in, for example, its 
press handouts. Like all the associations with which we have dealt, however, 
youthfulness is double-sided. There exists another set of associations that 
present youth especially male and mere especially black and sub-cultural male 
youth, as deviant or riotous. These two sets of connotations represent, 
respectively, youth in its active and passive moments.
It is as if the only activity of -the young that is newsworthy is that re pre­
sentable in terms of threat. Part of the same post-war settlement that brouglt 
in the cold war saw the emergence of youth as a particularly novel and rich, 
field of consumer!st development - as a market in itself and as a training- 
ground for adult consumerism. It has remained a highly contradictory field 
ever since, the more so with the remarkable back-firing of the commercial 
exploitation of popular music and ds-canotir
redefinition of the youthful transition in the 1970s.
Tills poses particular dilemmas for CND, which is necessarily entangled in the 
politics of the generations. If CND can draw on the rejection of the patterned 
model of 'good citizenship', it also faces the sanctions of moral panics 
against the youthful sub-cultures. this includes, both as a potential trap 
and as a real opening, the challenge to the dominant modes of masculinity 
which is-now a marked feature of sub-cultural perfornance and style. Nonetheless,
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it is precisely this network of issues and meanings that provides CHD with 
some of its most resonant possibilities.. At stake is the right of young 
people, as bearers of the future, to self-organised activity, very different 
from the forts of coercion and semi-conscript ion envisaged by the Conservative 
theorists of tiieyouth problem. Nowhere is the need of CUD to present itself 
as a movement of alliances, each with their semi-independent initiatives and 
a real autonomy, more evident. But this is not of course to advocate a kind 
of ageism; for'all our people, young and old, have an interest in a war-free 
future.
The Race Trap '
We have argued that race, cf all our themes, is the most subterranean and 
therefore, ultimately, the most inhibiting. Since there is, as yet, no 
clear identification of CND vrith black dissent, except perhaps through music, 
even, the conservative rhetoricians, quick to play the racist card elsewhere, 
have not yet played it here. But race is an issue for CUD nonetheless.
The anti-nuclear movement, universalist in its claims and best traditions, 
still vrcrks within limitations that are, at best, Eurocentric, and therefore 
unconsciously racist, racist often by omission. It parallels the blindspots 
of 'third world* internationalism, in which non-European populations are 
presented, or.e-dimensionally, only in terras of passivity and the direct 
physical need.
Part of that redrawing cf the map of international sympathies we spoke of 
earlier involves serious address to peoples for whom inter-state politics are 
not centrally matters of a bio-power polarisation, yet whose domestic politics 
suffer continually from big-power manipulations. This 'external* issue is 
intimately related to 'internal1 politics, for the black peoples cf Britain 
are increasingly conscious of their different, connected and often antagonistic 
history. Cl® is one of the few progressive movements vrith a legacy of anti- 
imperialism and a concern for the dialectics cf domestic and international 
processes. T*» **-«» r> Particular opportunity and responsibility here.
some Objections
But should CUD, it may be argued, really take on so many issuers* of 
diverse kinds? Will they not divert the movement from, its central and
immediate objectives? If our whole argument is correct, there is one clear 
answer to this understandable objection. CND is already embroiled in these 
issues whether it likes it or not. Its success or failure, in the most obvious 
immediate respects, depends on how it handles these mobilising or de—mobilising 
themes. This point may be further reinforced with one further illustration,
which also has the advantage of stressing how the men work in combination, or 
are articulated. Our example is Paul Johnson's *150,000 Reasons Not to Panic* 
(Daily Mail, 26.10*81, p.6), a classic, in its way* of anti-CND propaganda.
We may listen here to the range of associations CND*s enemies may marshall.
This article was, of course, about the best way to secure ’peace*. It carefully 
juxtaposed 'peace crowds' (which are peculiarly volatile) with 'the rest of 
us* who have learned 'to keep our heads - and our powder dry', and, 'in a lawless 
and dangerous world... to carry a big stick'. Here we have the familiar 
struggle over the term 'peace' itself (and over the cognate terms 'pacifist'* 
'unilateral' etc.). In this struggle Johnson marshalls every possible historical 
resource from 'appeasement' and the Oxford Union debate of 1953 to early CND.
His piece is less obviously about Britain's place in the world. It assumes, 
rather, the rectitude of Mrs. Thatcher's 'maximum possible encouragement to 
President Reagan'. 'Pacifism' is not an alternative strategy of defence 
(or of anything else). It is, rather, 'an emotional spasm'. Much more ' 
obviously present is our third theme - CND and a general politics - but here 
of course in the Conservative mode. The key opposition is that between 'the 
crowd' or *oob* manipulated by 'Large numbers of dedicated organisers' and the 
'responsible voter'. CND and its predeoessors are accused of failing ever 
to elect a single MP. The volatility of crowds is compared (with hushed 
reverence) to 'the calm and privacy of the General Election booth*. Johnson's 
avowed political worry is characteristically parliamentary: will the vote-
catching SDP be tempted to flirt with unilateralism:
Its Liberal allies have already largely surrendered 
to the bomb-banners.
Many of those who surged to Hyde Park on Saturday 
were actual or potential SDP voters. Among such people 
the same kind of well-meaning trendiness makes them 
want to ban the bomb and love Shirley Williams - though 
these two emotions are, in theory, mutually exclusive.
(Daily Mail, op. cit.)
This last passage is an excellent example, too, of the ways in which, the 
subterranean themes may structure a contribution .like this one. It is useful to 
ask who exactly are the well-moaning persons? They are certainly young, 
as the rest of the article makes clear - though there are also the told orators' 
survivors from an earlier phase, and, of course, those sinister 'organisers'.
Are they not also members of the middle-d svjs, or the sons and daughters of 
professionals, a little pampered perhaps, very different from your average, 
lower-middle class,striving Daily Mail reader? >Wd they not a bit like
Shirley Williams too, a bit whacky, a bit too 'nice' Pf>r their own good, a 
shade 'feminine'? The gender based themes are hardly as explicit here as 
they are elsewhere (*We must steel our nerves to face him d«4wn.* —
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Brown), but are they not a rather feminine lot? Together, Johnson 3 c m  combin­
ation of themes - his ideological problematic - produces a particular set of 
oppositions or dichotomies, things 'we' see as 'us', against things definitely 
alien to our v'orid:
'them' •us’
crowds voters V . ;. - • '
mobs responsible politicians
manipulation 'keep our heads'
youthful mature
emotion reason
collectivities individuals
(Femininity)? (Masculinity)?
This is a particular version of anti-CKD Conservatism, owing much to the Hail's 
solidly Ihatcherite politics and Johnson's c m  brand of socialist and pacifist 
baiting. But we hope our more general conclusion is clear. If CND's enemies 
already employ these themes as 'traps’, must not CND's supporters address a 
similar range of themes (and ethers) as openings?
Structural Aspects: Limits and Recommendations
This report has stretched, in all honesty, well beyond cur own expectations. We 
hope it already implies tactics and strategies from within its very analyses (as 
well as many imponderables that are not going to go away). There are, however, 
definite limits to political calculations of this kind.
The most important of these lie; n the existing organisation and control of the
; 1most powerful of the public media ' . Although we have stressed the diversity 
of media and the importance of neglected areas like the music industry, even 
these media are hardly popular in the sense of popular control.
Music, moreover, is a somewhat special case. There is little chance that The 
Lunatics Have Taken over the Asylum will appear as a headline in The Sun over a 
story about Rea. in's address to the British nation. And media like The Sun are a 
much more typical product of the tightly controlled and owned corporations that 
dominate the media industries. They rarely allow ]the more liberal access to the
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means of communicative reproduction and distribution that can characterise the 
contract betv/een a recording company and musical group. CND must operate, then, 
institutionally as ideologically, in conditions that are not of its own making 
and which constrain it structurally.
The difficulties of establishing..lar.ge, scale and viable alternatives are equally 
daunting. Sanity and llea.cc Neva are one thing; a major left or radical liberal 
newspaper another. The costs of capitalisation are massive. Associated Newspapers 
Ltd has ready-made investment in plant and distribution networks, but the launching 
of a Sunday edition of;the Mai1 will still cost in the region of thirty million 
pounds! Such limits must first be soberly noted, and the moral of the capitalist 
organisation of the media be drawn. In one important sense, it is unlikely that 
movements like CND will ever receive a 'favourable press' until these conditions 
are changed. The devil nay not have the best tunes (though sometimes he has), 
but he certainly possesses the raost powerful - amplification systems. __
Even so, we end with a list of quite prosaic recommendations which.we believe 
may be of iramedi ’:e use. We know this 5- far from exhaustive and that CND is 
already cognisant of some points. It is certainly not intended as a condensation 
of our report, out rather as a mapping:out of some practical areas which became 
evident during our research. They are supplementary to our thoughts about a CND 
culture. This part of our report is properly subtitled: What CND can do around a
media event ,
1. Extensive advance publicity
- to the national press, TV and especially radio, with pre-structured 
information, attentive to the range of themes, anticipating traps where 
possible,
- by providing speakers, or better, major press conferences. Use big 
names and supportive celebrities, but brief them,
- to the specialist press, especially women's and music press. In the 
case of the latter a better, wider policy of advertisement, including 
eg. the Mel ody Maker,
- through trade unions, churches and affiliated organisations.
• • * ) • •
2. Structure handouts to suit audiences ' •
- the populars respond to personalised stories - can these be made genuinely 
progressive and informative?
- for the music press, stress the bands,
- denser information for the qualities. Visual items?
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- organise newsworthy media events -- press conferences, benefits, 
newsworthy spokespersons to anticipate media recuperations * (Was 
the crucial period missed in October?)
4. Provide Guidelines to local branches .
- our research suggests that local media can be more responsive 
especially to a local story*. This seems especially true of local 
radio and even some local papers,
- parts 1 and 3 above apply to localities too but more specifically 
local strategies could be:
- more contact with eristing alternative newspapers, fanzines etc..
- more contact with schools,' youth organisations, perhaps using music,
-- production of local advertising and publications,
- Contacts with sympathetic local journalists (especially local radio).
5. Media 'input* campaigns
- letter writing,
~ phone in on phone-ins,
- submit articles to receptive publications, especially local and 
specialist,
- encourage people who are already well-knovm to advertise their 
support (eg. Paul Weller's article in Melody Maker after October).
6. Recognise the need for institutional change in the media
- organise in support of Media Watch's initiative,
- liaise with the Campaign for Press Freedom and Right of Reply,
(The latter could be particularly helpful to CND in the future 
if the growing print union backing for the campaign results in 
industrial support far those disadvantaged by irresponsible use 
of the 'freedom of the press'.)
- comparable moves against similar deficiencies of the electronic media, 
including appeals to the rhetoric of the SBC and ISA charters,
- anticipate and devise means of using new developments like cable
TV, Channel 4, SFX cassette magazine (for listening to, not reading).
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7» Influence lie die. Workers and learn from their 'internal* knowledge
- encourage local and personal contacts,
- Supply a steady flow of infoc which may never be published, but, 
reaching journalists, may influence their perspectives and ever, 
appear in underground compilations of censored material.
8. Promote CIJD's own publications and radical initiatives like the 
recent 'No Nukes' compilation LP.
9. If this report is useful (and even if it isn't), continue to work 
with critical media watchers, both teachers (colleges rr.cl schools) 
and researchers.
Esther Adams
• V  .  _Karxeuce Clare, 
Graham Dulwich 
Pack Gagola 
Richard Johnson 
Paul Jones
Birmingiia;:;, 
April 6, 19C2.
Afterword: A view from September 1982
As we noted in the introduction, i t  was not possible tc complete a fu ll,  
systematic follow-up to the October 1981 study. But several members of our 
group continued to 'media watch' through much of 1982, in connection with 
issues to do with war and peace. This was sometimes for general p olitica l 
reasons - especially activ ity  within the peace movements themselves - but 
also because some of us were transfixed and horrified by the presentation of 
warfare in the course of the Falklsnds episode. Several of us kept notes on 
the new developments under the impetus of the in it ia l study. We supplemented 
these observations with a more systematic look at the coverage in the national 
press of the events around Reagan's v is it  to Europe, the United Nation's 
session on Disarmament, and the CND National demonstration of Sunday 6 June 
1982. We were unable, however, to review the coverage, this time round, 
in the electronic media.
In looking at the material available, we have had two sets of Questions in 
mind. What, in retrospect, was the significance ox the October 19&1 demon­
stration and the media responses to it?  Did it  constitute, for example fa 
kind of watershed' in media response to Peace movements, as Ian Connel has 
suggested? ^  Did it  mark a breakthrough in CND v is ib ility , following its 
increasing popularity. -•
Ihe second set o f questions conee: ns the thematics of media coverage. Have 
these remained fa ir ly  constant, or has the terrain on which CND intervenes 
shifted in any fundamental way? How valid, in other words, does our original 
'map' remain today? In what follows we explore these questions as part ox an 
overall argument about the nature of coverage since October 1981.
So far as the mainstream media are concerned, that is the television networks 
and the national daily press, we find it  hard to discern any lasting CND 
breakthrough. The evidence of press coverage from the 5th to the fcth June 
certainly does not support the break-through thesis. The overall pattern 
or coverage was very similar to that of October, 1981; i f  anything i t  was 
more adverse. Cnee more the demonstration was buried by the popular press 
in the days immediately preceding i t .  There was no pre-publicity, favourable 
or otherwise, in The Sun, The Daily Mirror, The Daily Express, The Daily Kail 
on Saturday, nor in The Sunday Miirror, The People, or The News of the World 
on Sunday, the day oi the rally  i t s e lf .  Again, only The Guardian and The 
Morning Star gave lriendly previews, with the familiar v.cobles in The Guardian
(see the rather jokey coverage of London's Nuclear Free Lone as a "bit of a 
disaster" The Guardian, 5th June, p.4). Cnee core The Telegraph attempted 
anticipatory action with a carefully chosen centre-page cluster of iteras.
The first of these, a report of an unofficial anti-nuclear group in the Soviet 
Union, was in itself an ambiguous item. It could be read as evidence of Soviet 
popular responses to an E.N.Drlike strategy, linking dissenters in East and Nest. 
But it. also contained an expose of the compromised character cf the official 
Soviet peace movement and of harassment of the true 'pacifists' by the Soviet 
authorities. This ambiguity was resolved, however, for all but the most bone­
headed or dissident of Telegraph readers, by immediate juxtaposition to another 
story, headed - 'Communists Line up with CND Rally'. Since the British Communist 
Party material used for item apparently praised Brechnev's efforts for peace,
The Telegraph sprang 'The Red Trap' in something like its classic anti-communist 
form. This elegant little constellation was completed by an item on the failure 
to remove the ban on music at the coming rally. The Undersecretary of the Depart­
ment of the Environment was quoted as saying 'the music would add further to 
the disruption of the management of the park' (underlining supplied), another 
classic deployment of the theme of demonstrations as a nuisance.
The tendency t? depend on variants of t&e October repertoire was a feature 
of Sunday's anA Monday's coverage too. The Sunday Express called on Winston 
Churkin to attack, in a bellicose headline, 'This Sick Crusade that is 
Master-minded by Moscow'. This was followed in Monday's Express by the implicit 
identification of Scargill, Livingstone and Bern as the red menaces of the 
day. The Telegraph1 g report centred cn Livi.ngstone and stressed the security 
preparations for Reagan's visit (p.R c: back page). The Mail, in a surprisingly 
gentle variant of 'the Red Trap', mainly depended on poking visual fun at the 
demonstration and its vulnerability to thunderstorms, though again gave 
prominence to the three folk villains cf popular Conservatism (Mail, Centre 
spread - "How Peace drove one man up the pole".). It was, The Sun, however, 
that practised the gentler arts of marginalisation, focussing on youthfulness 
and femininity. Its tiny page 2 column was headed by a picture of Judity Hart 
and the words "Punks back Peace- Protest". It is worth adding that although we 
studied neither the BBC T7 or ITN coverage in full, there was very general 
disappointment on this score within the peace movements, markedly in contrast 
with the sometimes euphoric appreciations of October.
i ( *
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Recognition of the whole range of media activity, however, once more 
confirms oitf earlier argument about media unsven-ness. If there has been 
no massive shift in the dominant media of public communication, it is our 
impressiorl that a profoundly subversive permeation has nonetheless occurred 
since October 1981. There are several important indices here. Perhaps the 
most impressive is that high-lighted by Martin Walker in a Guardian study on 
the trendto anti-nuclear publishing. Within the last year, "the nuke-book 
industry" has proved the most buoyant area of capitalist publishing, with 
several best-sellers (e.g. Protest and Survive; The Fate of the Earth) 
and a formidable list of new and popular'books. As Helen Fraser of Fontana 
puts it, 'It's the most dramatic thing I've seen in publishing', The Guardian 
5 June 198?,, p.15.) But there are other indices too. As we suggested in our- 
initial Report, peace movement ideas often gain most ground on the margins 
of maihstream media, in more 'sub-cultural' or specialist contents, amongst 
v/hich we include those media mainly directed at the more radical sections of 
the professional middle-class. We have in mind not only the palpable radical- 
isation of The Guardian, but also the seriousness with v/hich papers like The 
Sunday Times (and even The Times itself) now takes anti-nuclear politics.
The Sunday Times, in particular has become notably open on these issues. On 
S June for example, it excerpted the main arguments of Peter Schnell's The 
Fate of The Earth, linking its publication to the CND rally. On the same 
day it argued editorially for the slowing down of the arm's race, acknowledging 
the force of the peace movements, and calling on Reagan to make some significant 
conciliatory gesture.
1 * . . .  . . . .  . . i
These underlying movements even appear, fragmentarily, in the pages of the 
Conservative populars, although in significantly 'marginal'-’contexts. We 
v/ere surprised to find, for example, vigorous defences of CND and its right 
to propagandise in schools in the pages of The Daily Mail which are given 
over to 'junior Letters' (The Daily Hail, Saturday 5 June p.23), and an 
article in the TV Mail that coincided with our own view of the BBC and ITN 
news the previous October:
If you watched the BBC news on Sunday night you would 
be forgiven for concluding that the massive anti-nuclear 
demo in London earlier that day had been attended by more 
than its share of-'downs and eccentrics...... .
A different, less excitable view of the big march was 
provided by ITN...... (The Daily Kail, 8 June 82,’ p.2l)
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A view of the coverage of the 6 June demonstrationt then, does not suggest 
any general break-through for the peace movement; i t ,  does, howeverj suggest 
further palpable gains especially where particular audiences are addressed for 
particular reasons. We suspect, but cannot for the moment demonstrate, that 
this pattern could be traced in other media, comparing for example, a relative­
ly favourable pattern of response in television current affairs programmes,
and
compared with the exclusions/supressions of 'the news'. The salience of 
television series, fictional or 'fa ctio n a l', dealing with the effects of 
nuclear disaster, and the parallel development of a catastrophic, dis-topian 
.literary fiction are cases in point. All these gains, of course, remain problem­
a tic , especially the failure to reach, in popular forms, a really  large ana 
especially working-class readership. But this advance, in it ia lly  along 'the 
margins', is precisely what one would expect in so controlled and oligopolistic 
a media system as that which holds away in Britain today. In some ways, it  
is clear, main-stream media have ceased to express the fu ll rjnge of conflicting 
strands in public opinion - i f  indeed they ever aid so. Much of the discussion 
around Channel 4 is a muffled, de-politicized and weakly p lu ra listic  recognition 
of this fact.
Media coverage of CND events has, however, been uneven in another sense.
It has depended very much on the precise conjuncture, on the surrounding 
context of. other events. This is made quite dramatically clear by a comparison 
iotween October 1981 and June 1982.
The October demonstration was not accompanied by events that marginalised 
the in itiatives of the European peace movements. Cn the contrary, the 
tactical errors oi the Reagan administration made the underlying contra­
dictions of the old Cold War strategies a ll  too evident. Even in June a 
seamless presentation of Western-unity was not without its  conspicuous 
stitches and joints. The conservative press had to work very hard to ride 
the contradictions of President Reagan's (or Alexander Haig's) coolness 
towards the Falkland.'s expedition, especially at the United Nations. American 
reservations became clear on the very eve of Reagan's arrival in Britain.
On Sunday a ll national newspapers carried front-page attacks on American 
perfidy under headlines like 'Two-Ti.ed' (Sunday mirror), 'Haig boobs'
(People), 'Maggie Angry over U.S. Snub' (News of the World), 'British Fury 
Over U.S. Foul-up' (Sunday Express), 'Mrs. Thatcher's Angry Silence'. (Sunday 
Ti.nes). By Monday, in most newspapers, trans-atlantic harmony had been re-
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created - 'Maggie - It's all splendid' (Daily Mail). But the rifts were 
significant nonetheless, not least in revealing, despite the bluster, the 
dependence of British foreign policy on American 'approval.
Conjuncturally, however, June was radically different from October. The 
second demonstration occurred at the height of the Falklands campaign, with 
British troops 'poised' to take Port (Stanley. It interrupted several months 
of nationalist mobilisation and, latterly, national odngratulation, quite 
•unparalleled in post-war history. If, many conservative journalists implied, 
1982 was a replay of 3ritish heroism in the 1940s, it was all the easier to 
cast the peace movement as appeasers. Actually it was surprising how seldom 
this connection - between the heady excitements of the Falklands and the nuclear 
debate - was made, by either side. But the huge salience of the Falklands 
adventure guaranteed the relative marginality of the peace demonstrations 
in columns and newscasts, tended to patch up the shaky American alliance, and 
mightily fuelled all those bellicose sentiments which also feed, as we have 
argued, the popularity of the deterrence strategy. 'The Falklands' did not 
so much strike directly at the peace movements, as shift the underlying 
ideological relations of force massively in their disfavour. Nowhere was this 
more evident than in the way that the expectation of war, some of its 
realities, and its immediate celebratory aftermath strengthened sexual 
divisions and inequalities in all their most atavistic forms. While 'our 
boys' went out to fight and die, 'their' women stayed at home to suffer, 
passively, the consequences of anxiety and perhaps bereavement. Our most 
abiding images from those days remain the juxtaposed pictures cf weeping women 
at the quayside partings, and grinning, excited men waving goodbye from the 
ships. The Sunday Express produced its own side version: 'Brighton belles'
enjoying the heat wave, juxtaposed to 'true British grit' - an image of 
a marine, machine-gun strapped to ship-side rail, a’.^aiting the next raid, 
but seated incongruously in a dedc-chair (The Sunday Express, 6th June).
Compared with this formidable pre-structuring of the whole field of relevant 
perceptions, the occasional concessions in the mainstream media - cartoons 
of Reagan as a button-pushing cov/boy for instance - were of little moment.
(See, for example, The People, 6 June, p.6). Dissenting voices, whether of 
eminent Anglicans or left-wing politicians, were forced to work on very 
unfavourable ground indeed. It is interesting to speculate what would have 
happened if the CND demonstration (and the Reagan visit) had occurred in 
the more meditative and- grieving aftermath of the Falklands adventure. Would
the mere 'organic', long-term gains of the movement have shown up more 
clearly? Certainly i f  there have been long-term ( if  undramatic) gains for 
CND (and we are persuaded that there have been) these were powerfully cross 
cut in June by the fu ll force of Falklands nationalism and militarism, a 
subject, of course, which requires its  very own study, sensitive to the 
popularity of that moment.
In general, however, subsecuent events seem to have confirmed rather than 
undermined the main conclusions of our earlier study. They suggest one s e lf-  
criticism  - the need radically to historicise a ll readings. This, indeed, 
is our main methodological conclusion. Media analysts need to pay more 
attention to the precise conjunctural context of a ll media texts, to close the 
gap between formal analysis and a history of representations;
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NOTES
1. Alison Whyte to Richard Johnson, 6.1C.81.
2. The membership of the whole group was as follows: Esther AdamS, Nick
Cavell, Marietta Clare, Graham Dawson, Graham Dulwich, Andrew Goodwin, 
Steve Groarke, Rick Gagola, Paul Jones, Richard Johnson, Elizabeth Merry 
Adam Mills, Dave Morley, Mike O'Shaughnessy.
3. The writing group consisted of Esther Adams, Harriette Clare, Graham 
Dulwich, Rick Gagola, Richard Johnson, Paul Jones.
4. The Leicester Mercury entirely ignored the whole event.
5. Although we were unable to collect a useful sample oi such magazines, 
i t  would seem to be a fru itfu l area for future research.
6. These range a ll the way from content analysis, characteristic of 
positivist methods of media research, to cultural studies approaches, 
which are more qualitative and attentive to language and symbolic forms.
7. See the studies by fltorley and Brunsdon, 1978, and Morley, 190C.
8. Warwick University Library.
9. See, for example, Cohen, 1971 and 1973, Cohen and foung, 1973, Hall 
et a1,, 1976 and 1978.
1C. For example, fcRobbie; n.d. But there is a great need for ecuivalent 
studies of boys and young men.
11. There is now a considerable body of published research on the structure 
of control of the media. For a useful introduction to many of the main 
themes see Curran and Seaton, 1981.
Ian Connell, 'Peace in Cur Times?' in Crispin Aubrey (ed), Nukespeak:
The Media and the Bomb (Conedia/Minority Press Group 9, 19^2).
12,
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